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ABSTRACT

Vicente Biased iMHez, presents anti-clerical 
attacks upon the Roman Church in a series of three novelss 
El Intruso, La Catedral and Entre Naranjos» This thesis 
is mainly concerned with an analysis of the. methods that 
the author uses to present his anti-clerical ideas. His 
manipulative processes primarily consist of anti-clerical 
techniques of devaluation and negation. The author makes 
some use of his experiences with the Naturalistic school 
of literature in his descriptions. He emphasizes the 
negative elements of clericalism. On the other hand, the 
author enhances the positive values of anti-clericalism 
as much as possible. He contrasts the negative elements 
in clericalism and religion with positive elements of 
anti-clericalism. The Church is shown to consist of only 
negative values while anti-clericalism is shown to consist 
of positive values. In this thesis an attempt is made to 
show just what these anti-clerical methods are, and the 
manner in which the author uses them.
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INTRODUCTION

Vicente Blasco iMftez was bom in Valencia the 
29th of January, I867. He was educated in parochial 
schools and seemingly was destined for the priesthood.
By the age of nineteen, he was a confirmed Republican 
and in constant trouble with the authorities. These 
difficulties were minimized when he gained success 
abroad, and also upon his election in Spain as a dele
gate to the Cortes»

From 1900 to 1905$ he wrote a series of social- 
protest novels, including Bntre Naranjos, 1900, La 
Catedral, 1903$ and El Intruso, 1904, which are the 
three that have been selected for their anti-clerical

1
elements. As Blasco IMhez was a Naturalistic author, 
he used some of the elements of Naturalism in his works, 
mainly for manipulative purposes in some of the descrip
tions.

There are differing opinions as to the value of
the works of Blasco IWnez; some critics rate him quite 

2
highly, while others cast all manner of abuse upon his

1, Ramdn Martinez de la Riva, Blasco iMnez, su 
vida, su obra, su muerte, sus mejores plginas (Madrid,
1929), Po 107%

2, Angel del Rio, Antologla general de la lltera- 
tura espahola (New York, 1954) $ p'r~422o



3literary effortso The purpose of this thesis9 howevers 
is not to evaluate the literary merits of his trilogy of 
anti-eleriealism9 but to analyze only the methods of the 
anti-clerical presentations that they ©ontaiho

It is interesting.to note that there are only a 
few references to the fact that Blase© Iblnez is anti
clerical 9 and that his trilogy is anti-religious in con
tent* Martinez de la Siva does state that La Oatedral is
a novel in which the principles of a purely official re-

4
ligion fight against the principles of humanity9 and that 
the purpose of la Catedral and El Intruso is to show the 
harmful aspects of religion and the need for religious

5reform*
Charles Sitoilet, says that the author presents the 

Jesuits as a militant organization seeking a political role 
"me semble inearner urn autre aspect de eette meme religion9 
son aspect modemiste9 ses pretentions d®lglise militante9

A Aquia fuyante les eloitres9 se male au tumulte de la rue*" 
This idea is important in El Intruso* because the author

3*. Jos# Marla Garretero9 11 novelista cue vendlS 
a su patria (Madrid9 1924)9 p * 121*

4* Martfnez de la liva9 p* 121*
5o Martinez de la liva9 pp* 240-242*
6* Camille Pitellet9 Vicente Blasco Ibiflez (Paris9

1926)9 p* 252o



tries to imply that the Jesuits9 militancy destroys, them 
as a Christian organization,,

Eduardo Zamacois also writes that El Intruso and
—  " 7La Catedral are basically vehicles for anti-clericalism.

James 0. Swain and other critics agree with this state- 
8

ment. I was unable to encounter a single reference to 
any anti-religious aspect of Entre Naranjos, but I believe 
that the chapter relating to this novel will satisfactor
ily prove that it can be analyzed from an anti-clerical 
point of view, v; and that one of the purposes of the novel 
is to express ideas in opposition to the clergy.

The purpose of this thesis is not to attempt to 
prove the existence of anti-clerical elements in the 
author6 s trilogy, but rather to present Blasco IMhez8 
literary approach towards the Church.

Essentially, the specific composition of the tech
niques that the author uses is the main preoccupation of 
the thesis. These techniques will be examined principally 
from the standpoint of their depreciation components.
These devaluating components are the polemics, the de
scriptions, the contrasts, the symbolism, and some other

7. Eduardo Zamacois, Mis Contempor&ieos (Madrid,
1910), p. 51.

8. James 0. Swain, Vicente Blasco IMhez (Knox
ville, 1959), pp. 50-51.



minor factors which the author uses in his anti-clerical 
processeso

The author presents most of his opposition to the 
Church as negative9 hut occasionally9 some of them are 
combinations of both positive and negative factors=

As the three works are very similar in style and 
in the components which are used for clerical attacks9 the 
thesis will be an analysis of each individual worko A 
structural defect might otherwise be the result if the 
thesis were to be divided into a series, of character 
studieso S©9 each of the three works has been considered 
as a separate entity with the anti-clerical elements being 
analyzed novel by novel». Within each of the novels9 an 
attempt has been made to integrate all of the anti-clerical 
factors into a unified form#

The question that this thesis proposes to answer 
is9 how does the author present anti-clericalism in these 
three novels'? Within this question are two others a what 
are the characteristics of the techniques which he employs9 
and what are the negative values that these techniques 
contain?



EL INTRUSO

El IntrusOo 1904s consists of a series of very 
strong and bitter attacks against the Church in general9 
and against the Jesuits in particular* El Intruso* anti- 
clericallys lies between La Gatedralo and Entre Naranjos* 
Lhe anti-clericalism in this novel is of interest as it 
is fairly easy to define and since the attacks directed 
toward the Church are of a vicious nature *

Basically9 the author uses two principal methods 
to present his point of view as regards anti-clericallsms 
and to manipulate his reader towards a favorable concept 
of anti-clerical contentions 0 The first and more complex 
method contains many ramifications and is so construed as 
to present the Church in as negative a position as possible* 
This the author does by employing a series of presentations 
containing negative elements*

These negative elements consist of misrepresenta
tions* iconoclastic presentations, and other devices which 
tend to manipulate the reader towards a positive concept 
of anti-clericalism while devaluating the Church in nega
tive presentations*

The second major block of techniques consists of 
a series of logical, rational9 and seemingly irrefutable 
arguments presented by the author using one of the

5



protagonists as a vehicle for these eontentionso The 
arguments of the Church are presented in such a way as to 
he self-depreciating* The Church, condemns itself while 
purporting to defend itself$ as the arguments are so 
construed, that the positive elements contained in the 
clerical contentions contain negative elements which re
fute the positive clerical elements* These seemingly 
positive clerical elements consist of arguments which are 
futile9 biased; lacking in intelligence* and slanted to
wards negativism rather than towards the positive posi
tion which they purport to represent*

The author6s purpose in utilizing these techniques 
is of course to influence the reader towards a general eon 
damnation of the values of the Church and its institutions 
The author attempts to manipulate the reader with anti
clerical scenes directed towards the reader®s. emotions as 
well as his reasoning processes* These methods are uti
lized in contrasts to depict the difference between the 
positive position of anti-clericalism and the negative 
position of clericalism* logic is presented as the epi
tome of anti-clericalism; while ignorance is a dominant 
feature of clericalism*

Assuming that the Church has some sort of intrin
sic value of varying degrees for the reader, the author 
begins his negation of the values of the Church by des
troying the value of her servants, the priests* The



7
method that the author employs In these character presen
tations is varied, direct, not very subtle, and attacks 
the Church in a serious manner®

The author makes use of these negative elements to 
erode the positive character of the priests along a type 
of axiologioal scale of values. The author begins with 
a minor presentation of a character defect and then carries
it out to as complete a negation of the positive elements

1of the priests as is possible.
The techniques consist of elements designed to 

stun, repulse, and finally to horrify the. reader by at
tacking the priests with ideas which are the antithesis of
a preconceived, impregnated, traditional point of view to-

2
wards the clergy. The attitude of the priest towards his
own faith, the intrinsic value of religion for the priest
is written in a manipulative manner by emphasizing a minor
aspect of the duties of a priests “Para Si, la religidn
verdadera no decrecfa ni experimental®, quebranto alguno
mientras se celebrasen bautizos, casamientos y sbbre todo

3entierros, muehos entierros.M The word entierros is em
phasized, It is a negative concept, and by emphasizing it

1. Vicente Blasoo IMnez, Obras Completas (Madrid,. 
1961), Vol. I, p. 1120, All subsequent references to this 
work in this chapter will be labeled Obras,

2, Obras, i, 1120,
3c Obras, i, 1086



the author implies that this element represents faith; at 
least for this priest0

What is important to keep in mind in these tech
niques is that basically they all change a value* Natur
ally 9 these value changes are from the positive to the 
negative* In order to make the passage anti-clerical? the 
lugubrious aspects of the burial performed are emphasized* 

By misrepresenting a purported positive element, 
the author emotionally manipulates his reader towards a 
negative reactions !9a misa sdlo iban algunas vie;)as del 
pueblo* La iglesia estaba siempre vacfa, pero el pais era
auy religiosoo La prueba estaba en que Si no tenia libre 

4
un momento*H The author emphasizes the burial aspects of 
the priest6s duties to evoke revulsion and other negative 
reactions towards the priesthood*

The author makes use of a ridiculous element to 
emphasize a misplacing of a value. This farcical concept 
of the end result of life as far as the Church is concerned 
is not really so droll as it appears at first glance* The 
opinion of the priest is an example of humors but with the 
serious intention of devaluating the Church*

An example of this humor may be seen in the 
priest's enthusiasm for his works "un alto en la maroha

4* Obras, i9 1086*



era 1© ttnieo que le haef a perder la oalma, -i Aprlsa, hi jog 
mfosl- dec£a a log eondutoreg del cadaver9 -que hoy atin me

5quedan treg-.11
Death Is the most negative element Blase© Ibdhez

uses$ and he seeks to link it to the Church, This method
is one that the author has in common with the Generation

6 .. ? 
of 18980 Azorfn and Pfo Baroja also share this trait of
linking the Church with death. Blasco IbShez repeats this 
idea several times in El Intruso.

He combines descriptive modifiers with certain 
nouns to elevate the negative value of the latter. This 
is one of his more important methods * as these modifiers 
serve to change both the meaning and the value of the ob
ject being described. The actual meaning of the substan
tive (versfculos del oficio de difuntos of the passage 
quoted below) itself is either harmless or would tend to 
have a positive' value, but when the modifier is added, a
shift occurs in the value of the substantives tirepitiendo

.. 8 
autom&ticamente los versfculos del oficio de difuntos.61

The addition of the modifier, repitiendo auto-
m&ticamente* changes the whole concept of the burial

Obras, i, 1086.
Josi Martinez Ruiz, Don Juan (Madrid, 1962)$

Pio Baroja, La Busoa (Barcelona, 1961), p. 79® 
Obras, i, 1086.

5®
6 o

p. 143.
7.
8.
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service. The modifiers usually stand in opposition to the 
object being described and are used to reject the concept 
of the object that is modified.

When the satire of the author is viewed object
ively 5 the result is anti-clerical. The priest does not 
mean to say that his faith and death are tied together, 
but the author implies this. The satire consists of 
linking together two statements that complement each other 
in a negative manner. The priest8s statement must be mis
interpreted in order to make it satiricals "con dste van 
hoy ocho. Es un pobrecito que ha muerto de la viruela,
y le he dejado para lo tiltimo. »Despuds dirS usted que la

9IgleSia no trabaja!"
The author’s satire is formed by contrasting two

statements which at times are opposites. The result of
linking these two opposites together is a negative one for
the Church: ,eyo no voy a privar de un jornal a mis peones
despuds de tantos dfas de lluvia, en los que no han podido
hacer nada. Ademds, tengo mis contratos con el dueho de la 

10
mina.11

The use of descriptive modifiers by the author in 
his condemnations of the Church is useful to form insinua
tions, allegations, and implications to depreciate clerical 
values. Minimizing of clerical values is at times accom
plished by presenting two concepts. The first is usually

9. Obras, i, 1086. 10. Obras,.i, 108?.



11
harmless when taken "by itself, but when it is contrasted
with the other, a negation of any religious value takes
places *-6Dicen que han matado al Maestrico? „ » . i Vaya
un caso! Bra un buen muchaoho, serio y ahorrador® Bste
es el mundo ® „ •A la tarde, entierro! iArre burra!-
y se alejd con alegre contoneo, gozoso por la seguridad

11
de que habfa cafdo un nuevo trabajo®M

This type of satire appears to emphasize the posi
tive side of the Church but actually negates any religious 
value when the comparative elements are considered.

The main purpose of the author in devaluating the 
clergy is to destroy their image. Regardless of what one’s 
concept of the clergy is, the author presents them as 
being preoccupied with putting people underground. What 
is important here is not so much what the author has 
accomplished, as how he went about it. He has undertaken 
'the depreciation of the priesthood by the use of satire 
consisting of misplaced descriptive adjectives, absurd 
contentions, and with comparisons construed to have a 
neutralizing or a negative effect upon the concept of the 
clergy.

This is rather a gloomy way of portraying priests, 
but it is effective because the author's purpose is to 
manipulate his reader. Blasco Ibinez alleges more anti- 
clericalism in some of his scenes than they actually

11. Obras, 1, 1087.
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contain "by not fully explaining what he means s “aquella
gente vlvfa fellz en su estado9 sin sonar en repartos nl
en revoluoiones; antes Men, dlspuesta a dar su sangre por

12
Dios y por las sanas costumbres." The Idea of giving 
one's blood for some kind of healthy custom might be some
what repugnant for the author's readers. The author has 
not made clear just what he means, .but he Implies that 
one should be ready to spill one's blood for these healthy 
customs, which are clerical.

The following section deals with the author's 
attacks on the wealth of the Church. Basically, these 
attacks,are formed with contrasts and comparisons between 
the wealth of the Church and the poverty of the people. The 
main purpose of these techniques is to solicit an emotional 
response from the reader in favor of anti-clericalism. The 
attacks are very effective since they are easy to visualize 
because of their descriptive elements. The author uses 
language that not only describes, but that evokes a con
cepts "Aresti mird la imagen, el fetiche bizkaitarra, 
como decfa 41 en sus cenas con los amigos de Gallarta, y
la enoontrd grotescamente fea, como todas las im^genes

13espanolas que son famosas y hacen milagros."
There is a mixture of positive and negative ele

ments in the descriptions. One purpose of the positive

12. Obras, i, 1110. 13« Obras, i, 1098=
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elements is to negate their o m  position when they are com
bined with negative elements e In the last quote9 the 
author implies that the statue does not really perform 
miracles9 Its miraculous ability is compared with its 
grotesque uglinesse

Certain of the descriptive elements are positives 
such as the idol’s being classified as a religious statue0 
But the author changes and shifts these values downwards 
by creating a sensation in one’s mind of a type of image 
other than a religious oneg 86Su cabeeita de be-M parecia
abrumada. por una alta corona inflamada eomo un globog hasta

14
sus pies deseemd£a9-com© un mirinaqueo18 -

Symboll©ally9 the image is equated in value with
religioBo The statue represents a religious value<■>' The
author depreciates this value by alluding, to a secondary
facet of the statueo. The rich decorative elements of the
statue cannot improve the statue’s value9 because.they have
become debased by being compared with a mundane ideas in
this instances they are compared with their ability to
shineg and this idea helps focus one’s attention on aspects
of the statue which are not religious=

21 mantOg eubierto de toda clase de piedras preeio- 
saso Bos diamantes, perlas y esmeraldass arrojados 
a manos llenas por la devocldn eomo si el brillo

l4o ObraSo i9 l§$8o



1%
PB&iese ameBtar la hemosuza. de la lmagen9 espar* 
ofaase tamMim sobre el peqaeSuelo qme la Virgea
mostraba en sms brazos 015

©me aspect of the author’s descriptive techniques 
is his use of similes t© make direct contrasts and com
parisons g as if<, as like9 similar  ̂etceterac In the last 
example9 the author uses ©omo si to imply denial of the 
positive clerical language which follows the simile0 The 
simile divides two positive parts of the clerical descrip
tion into a negative picture and negates both the pro
ceeding and the succeeding statements o

The author also frequently uses analogy0 He 
twists the language to show his examples of anti
clerical ism to such an extent9 that the ideas presented 
seemingly are the result of an analysis carried out to a 
logical and. reasonable ..eonelusion8- mel doctor pens# im- 
voluntarlament@ en el sucio y doliemte rebano de las mimass 
ealeulamd© en ouSmt© habrfa ©onstruido su miseria a estos
regalos intitlies eolocados por la fey la ostentaciln de16
umos pocos-sobre un madero talladoc" If object A is 
represented as fallacious9 and is purported to be a re
ligious objbet or symbol9 them by analogy the Church is 
in erroro

The author implies that if money were not spent 
upon the adornments of religious statues9 it could be used

2-5° ©bras„ i9 1098o 16«, ©bras@ i9 1098o
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to alleviate the sufferings of the poverty-stricken 
miners o

fhe Ghurch as an institution comes under attack "by 
the author because he considers her a dangerous enemy which 
at times occupies herself with meddling in the internal 
family affairs of people» In order to suggest this idea9 
the author frequently uses a conversation between some 
member of the clergy and a lay person* fhe technique 
suggests an insight into the methods which the Ghurch 
employs to control the lives of the people0 Anfci- 
olerieally9 the value of the presentation is increased if 
the speaker is someone whom the author presents as a 
representative of a ©atholio positions “easi nadie se 
oasa por amor y las uniones emir© ricos son negoeios vul-
gares convenidos por las familias com la ayuda y.buem

... 17
consejo de aXgdn padre |esu£taoM

fhe discussions also contain a great deal ©f sug
gestive techniqueo Usually these suggestions are quite 
direct 9 and are designed to imply some nefarious dealing 
or machination of the priesthoodo Also9 they have the 
manipulative value of creating suspicion in the reader 
towards the ideals of the Church= fhe direct statements 
made by the priests are in themselves anti-clerical and 
negative? but the author goes a step further and infers

1?0 ObraSo i9 1109,
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other negative qualities than the ones which are obviouss
M-Je, je.- rid maliciosamente el confesor . « « -El padre
(Paulf es viejo y sabe mucho del mundo para que pueda‘
enganarle un boqulrrubio de esos a la moderna® Queremos '•
en nuestro jardfn drboles que hayamos plantado nosotros 818
guiindolos.desde que son tiernos ® ® The author
paints a negative environment by his choice of language®

This character scene is important as this priest
is alleged to be the epitome, of Catholicism in the dis- 

19trict„ The young girl whom he is advising is important20
to the Church since her father is the local millionaire®
Another factor in this scene’s anti-clericalism is that
the young girl is a very nice girl who has done nothing 

21immoralo The question of immorality or of morality must
be of little importance for the Churchs because the priest’s
basic interest in her is that she subordinate her will to
hiss "-Y td, hija mfa$ 5 con qud ealor defiendes a ese
hombreI Yeo que el peligro es m£s grave de lo que creia®
Si persistes en esa mala pasidn$ contra la voluntad de tus
padres y de tu director espiritual, estds en pecadog y no22
podri absolverte. iEntiendes?-”

The last word is really a cue for the reader®

19® Obras s 19 1156®
21e Obras, i$ 1158®

18® Obras, i, ll60»
20® Obras, 1, 1118®
22® Obras, i, ll60®



Bratlendes asks him if he understands what the priest has 
saids and if he has9 then the author has made an anti- 
elerloal impression upon him0

The language that the author uses ©ontains nega
tive ©onnotatlonsg pellgro9 grave9 mala nasiInq ©omtra9 
era peoadQo no o These words form ©ertain ©onoepts su©h as 
the inferenee of evil9 the suggestion of deeay and de
pravity 9 insinuations of threats9 and the use of foree0 
This type of language jars one6 s emotionso It evokes dis
gust 9 repulsion and rejects any positive elements, that the 
clerical position might have0 The idea of obeying one’s 
parents is a positive value9 but the author discredits it 
by linking the value with this negative environment 0

The faithful are also made negative by acceding to 
the demands of-the priest9 which are themselves negative
because of the purpose to which they are puts ’“Manana me

. 23envfas todas las cartas que tengas de ese hombre 0 M
Although the whole scene is fairly direct in its 

anti-clerical content9' it is still an important one since 
several ideas are developed within it? The author6 s tech
niques were used to mold or to change the reader’s opinion 
towards a positive anti-clerical position? He creates the 
idea of interference by the Ghuroh to disparage the Church? 
His tone is one of repulsion?



18
Logie is also used to influence the reader- rfhe 

author takes one scene to present the argument$ the foun
dation for a logical contrast in order to be able to con
trast it with the second scene- Both of the scenes are 
made anti-clerical because of the effect the second scene 
has upon the first one# 89si en un convent© habfa una 
monja enferma de gravedadf si un padre jesufta se quejaba
del estado de su salud9 las de Lizamendi enviaban a Luis

24
eon indieaeiones que eran drdenes-99 Having presented
the basis for his contrast $ he gives its "contentas de
poder servir gratuitamente a los elegidos del Senor- El
mddico raeionalista se vi8 convertido por su familia en un
trotaconventos 9 curando a gentes que insultaban su eieneia

25despuSs de aproveeharla- The priests are discredited
because of their lack of intelligence- They accept Luis *
science on one side and reject it on the other-

The reference to trotaconventos is of interest-
Perhaps the services rendered by Trotaconventos to the
Areipreste de Hita in El Libro de buen amor could be com-

26
pared to the burden put upon Luis by his family-

The overt vehicle for the author’s point of view9

24- Obras- is 1105°
25° Obras. i$ 1105-
26- Juan Buizs El Libro de buen amor (Valencia,

I960), pp. 144-145=
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his opinions9 and his personal contentions is represented 
by the protagonist Luis Aresti9 and by the declamatory 
individuals who are used both as pawns and as straightmen 
in the disparaging arguments in this novele Luis Is posi
tive in his views* and they elevate the position of the 
anti-clerical polemics 0‘ The vehicles used to portray the 
clerical ideas are the various priests9 their people9 and 
their actions9 which are negative in tones concept and in 
aetiono

Luis may be said to represent the extreme side of 
logical contention in his presentations;, which one may 
contrast with the illogical assumptions and ideas of his 
clerical opponentse

The employment of assumptive processes is one 
method by which a truism is implied; this does mot mean 
that the assumption is necessarily true0 Blase© Ibanez,, 
however, implies that the clerical assumption of poverty9 
being a sign of piety9 is held by the Ohurch to be a facto 
The clergy maintains that misery and poverty are a natural 
state of mams S1haefan la apologia de la vagancla y la 
miseria* convirtidndolas em el estad© perfect© del h©mbre9

a?
y tenfan la suela miseria com© signo de la santidad.”

The author then amplifies this statement by show
ing an obvious negative theory of the Churchg 9,y

2?o Qbras« i9 11240
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anat emat izaban el amor carnal eomo obra del demonlo0 Eran$
en mia palabra, los que dlvlnlzaban todas las miserias y
los rlgores que martlrlzan al hombre, marcando, en oamblo9
con el sello de la execraoldn las tinloas alegrfas que se

28
hallan a su aloanoe,” The Inference is that these ideas
are positive0 They are not* They are negative because of
their absurd contentions®

Biasco IbShez uses the technique of continually
alluding to a situation to make his point® He moves from
one anti-clerical example to another to overwhelm one with
his ideas® In Bilbao$ there is a Jesuit Monastery that has
preserved the heart of Ignacio de ioyola in an urn upon an
altar® This is a fact, and the author uses it to evoke a
negative clerical response in his reader® Although the
scene is not cannibalistic, as the heart is not eaten, a
repulsive impression may be extracted from the passage®
Although the embalming of Loyola *s heart was meant as a
tribute, one can but compare this passages "en un reli-
oario de oro estaba el corazdn del santo® Era lo dnico que

29
conservaba all£ del fundador,M with the scenes described

30 31
by Bernal Diaz de Castillo and by John Crow, of the Aztec

28® Obras, i, 1125«
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pagan treatment of the human heart o A correlation may he 
drawn between Christian Spaniards and pagan Aztecs 0

The author presents a series of commentaries con
cerning the activities of the Church9 s meddling in the 
lives of others to the detriment of the nationo During
the Carlist Wars 9 many Spaniards took up arms on the

32
Carlist side following the orders of their priests= The
Church is. shown to be the arch-enemy of humanity because
of the fact that thousands of people gave their lives in

33these wars in the name of religion = " The Church has 
built new monasteries and Lurches with money donated by 
the mine owners9 who have sweated the money out of their

34starving workers 0
Blaseo Ibihez takes the position that there is a 

correlation between much of the evil and horrible living 
conditions of the poors and the Homan Catholic Church in 
SpaiBo He does not aver that there is an evil conspiracy 
among the clergy to destroy the nation deliberatelyo He 
does 9 however9 form a triangular relationship between the 
Church9 the evil agent 9 and the harmful results o One ean9 
therefore, only draw the conclusions that the Church is 
negatively involved in these tragediese Another aspect 
of this idea is that the Church is not even interested in

32o Obras„ i9 107?-o 33° Obras, 19 I#??*



alleviating., these een&ltlens# since it does nothing about 
them«,

The author presents the Idea that the Church does 
little if any good5 and that its maim interest lies in its 
own welfare and prerogatives= The attacks against pro
gress and modernism emanate principally from the new

35Jesuit Churcho This fact In itself is important 9 "be
cause the author has employed the Jesuit Order as his 
principal target«, Of course the.Order is a functional part 
of the Soman Catholic Church; its actions and its attitudes 
therefore* must he acceptable, t© the Church hierarchy o' Pro 
grass * from the author9s point of view, is equated with a 
general meaning, of positive value while clericalism* being 
anti-progressives is equated with a negative valueo

Luis is in continual conflict with the Church and 
with its institutions; his difficulties are directly and 
indirectly caused by the Churchs and his efforts to better 
local conditions are constantly being thwarted by the 
Churcho A strong., contrast is made by the author6s en
nobling the qualities of Luis while disparaging those of 
the Churcho After his marriages Luis is ordered by his 
religious mother-in-law and wife to treat the clergy 
medically without payment0 These priests take advantage 
of his scientific training and then revile him for

35°  Qbras% i3 109?o



studying a seienee mot in aeeord with the Ghuroho ©me
facet of Luis8 generosity is presented h@re0 Regardless
of the fact that Luis realizes what these people are doing
to Spain9 he will treat them anyway because they are human
beings9 capable of sufferings sickness9 and death9 and he
is a doctoro This contrast is interestings as both the
doctor and the priests have taken vows* The reader must
draw his ©wa conclusions as to which one best exemplifies
the basic promises and commitments of these vows o

Luis0 wife9 a pious product of the Ghurchg loved
only the Church o' Luis serves simply as the vehicle of
her own edificationo' The author employs a series. of
actions and ideas on her part to form a contrast between
her and Luis o'1. She represents the pious 9 end-product of
Catholic instruction which the Church uses to press its
will upon the anti-clerical Luis0• She has few pleasures9
one of which is to confess her sins to the most fashionable

37priest in the areao It is of interest to note that .she, 
an example of piety9 refuses to have normal marital re
lations. with Luis because her conscience must be clear

38
when she goes to masso Indeed9 she goes to mass on every 
possible occasiono

The Church is allegedly responsible for his wife8 s 
nefarious subversion of his individual liberty and of his

360 Gbras<, ig 1105= 37° Qbras0 i9 1105°
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free willo She tells Lmis that she dees not leve him, hut
that she would if he would only bum his hooks and attend 

39ehmroho His hooks are seientifie but she .eonsiders them 
evil or of a non-religious nature simee she cannot under
stand them because of her ignorance and she will not ac
cept them on account of her religious intolerance which is 
abetted by instructions from her local priesto She would 
also steal his books and papers for the purpose of giving
them to her confessor for his perusal, and for his appro-

40
batiom or rejection:,

There are many conclusions and many inferences
which might be drawn from these actions» The most obvious
point is the inference that Lmis does not have a wife@ but
rather that he has an enemy in his own ©amp, which seems
bent upon destroying instead of helping him =,

The idea of marriage as being,.a personal matter is
attacked by the Jesuitsa who believe it to be a question of
convenienceg usually to be helped along by a priest, in-

41
stead of a matter of love-and personal preference0 Bam6n0 
the wealthy agnostic who married a religious womana proves 
to be vulnerable, to the insidious attacks upon his beliefs 
and way of life by the Ghureho His wife is coached by the 
priests in ways to handle him, his moneya and his power*

39o©bras* 1, ll§6o 4§0 ©bras,' 1, 1106o
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The author uses her t© refleet the views of the Ghureh to
wards marital relatlomso She reasons as follows8

El matrlmonlo era para que el homhre j la mujer 
vlvlesen slm dar :esc5ndalo9 proereando hijos que 
slrvleran a Bios, y tamMte .para'que no se ..per- 
dlese la fortuna de la famlllao Lo que llamaban 
amor las personas eorrompldas era un peead© re- 
pugnant'e, proplo .de'gentes sin religion•' Tratar 
un marldo a su mujer eon mellfluldades de Sstas 
que s6lo se ven em amantes de eomedla, era 
@mvile©erla9 Igmalarla ©on las que vlven de.su 
euerpoo La -esposa erlstlana ha"b£a d@ ser easta 
em el pemsamient©9 ©uldar de la salud material 
y moral del espos©,,. aeonsejarle el blen y dlrlglr, 
el hogaro 16s all69 silo iban las mujeres per-didaSo&Z

Bamin0s wife reflects-this eoneept of the Ghurohs, which 
states that anything that brings people some happiness Is

This raises the question of just what is marriage 
for? Is Samin’s wife correct in her assumptions or not?
While not overtly disclaiming her ideas9 the author has
manipulated this character into the position where any 
statement that she makes is suspect0 Essentially, the 
author presents the champion of Gatholicism as making one 
idiotic remark after another§ then he twists the wording 
or the presentation of a positive statement to impart a 
negative value to the point in question.

Amusement per se is equated with being evil and
amti-Ghristiamo .Since the Church' contends that dancing

42 o' Qbras, i9 lll60
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>3and other f©ims ef amusement are evils the plaee t©

tyrtj,
sanctify oneself Is of eourse In Chur oh 0 The author Im
plies that the Chureh exerts a fore ef ml influence- on women 
In order to gain eontrol Indirectly of their husbands0 

Luis then proselytizes with antl-olerloal argu
ments, which are one-sided and of course detrimental to 
the Churoho He seeks to alienate the reader from the 
Chureh through discrediting contrasts., Luis states that 
the Jesuits are laughed at in any modem nation9 hut that

45
they are revered in Spain, The word modern is the key 
here. By his ©holee of words9 the author has made a con
trast between a modern country and one which is not. This 
is certainly a logical inference which one might possibly 
make, A modern country is one without Jesuits9 and a non
modem or backwards undeveloped9 not progressive9 or even 
perhaps not too civilized country is one where there are 
Jesuitso The reader is led to believe that the back
wardness of Spain is due to the influence of the Jesuits 
and to their religion. The reader may carry this assump
tion out to a logical conclusion that Spain may, indeed 
should$, be progressive and modern9 and that one way of 
accomplishing this would be to eliminate the Jesuits,

By proceeding one step further, one may assume

43o Obras, i9 11200 44, Obras» i9 1120,
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that the achievement of this goal might be facilitated 
by the negating of religions inflmenees altogetherQ The 
'anther equates Spanish Oatholieism with the Inqmisltion®
San Ignaeio de Loyola and the Amto-de-fe0 The inference 
is that Spanish Catholicism may be equated with barbarism» 

This being the ease9 then of what positive value 
is Christianity? Luis answers this question by asking one 
of his owns

H For qmi ©onoeder las ventajas de la libertad a 
los que ,hab£an emplead© aataffo su inmens© poderio 
combatiimdola9 arrumbando eseombros sobre su tall© 
naeiente9 y„.ahora9 al verla convertida en vigoroso 
Srbol9 querfam ser los primeros en gozar de su som- 
bra? log #1 no re©onoe£a dereehos para existir a 
mas, ereeneias que eran la negaeidn de la vidag no 
podfa eonceder la libertad a los enemigos tradioio- 
males de esa misma libertad

This first statement of Luis8 answers, in part the value of 
Christianity in Spaino Spanish Christianity seeks to take 
away the value of freedom of choice from all others and 
retain this value only for itself =,

Why indeed should an intolerant institution be 
allowed religious, freedom when for so long it has fought 
against it? The author8s opinion is seen in Luis” evalua
tion of the propriety of religious freedom for the Homan 
Churcho Luis claims that the Homan Church should have this .
freedom only when her fangs have been pulled as one would48-
do to a dangerous dogo Luis claims that there is no

46o 0bras9 i9 1124» 4?o Gbras* i, 1124=
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positive value In the Ghureh as It has brought only misery
to the Spanish people and denied them the pleasures of 

#9life*
The Chureh is blamed for nearly, every type of 

ealamity ever to have struck Spaine The Church is pre
sented as the arch-enemy of the people and as an active

,50partner of the well-to-doo In fact 9 the real enemy of 
the worker is the Church9 because it is the partner of

' 51 ,sweatshop management o The importance of this partner
ship cannot be stressed too highly because the author im
plies that the Church has a part in separating the upper 
from the lower classes in society* It is of interest to 
note the similarity of the position taken by Karl Marx re
garding the differences between social classes9 and the 
ideas of the author when he9 too9 interjects status of
class into his arguments * ©f courses Marx meant class 

52
warfare9 whereas Blaseo iMnez is merely speaking of 
cleavage*

liasco IbShez apparently is more interested in 
showing the Homan Church to be an organization willing to 
make a distinction between classes to the point of dis
crimination* Dona Cristinas,, the wife of wealthy Bamdn

49o ©bras* i9 1125© 50® Obras* i9 1125®
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feels that It Is only natural that she should receive 
preference over the other women waiting to give their con
fessions 8 "me ha e©hooido@ se dijo d©Ha Cristian eon

53©rgullOo -Ho tardari en despedir a la que est& delante-o" 
The servants of the Church are portrayed as wil

ling. accomplices to the concept of preferential treatments 
a8le inspiraba pro fund© respeto este ri©o devoto9 al que 
trataban eon gran defereneia todos los padres9 per
mit lindole fumar a todas horass ©on otros privilegios no 
memos importantes 9 que s6lo se.©oneedian a mmy eontadas

. 5^
personas o111 One implieation that may be extracted from 
these passages $, is that the clergy is more deferential 
towards the wealthy because they constitute a major source 
of the Church8s income=

The Jesuits and their minions refuse to visit the 
homes of the poor as they do the homes of the wealthy$ 
apparently because they would be unable to derive benefit 
therefrom# "los jesu&tas y los fralles sdlo visitaban 
las ©asas de los rleos, y no podian esperar los pobres

55que se imtrodujesen en sus miserables tugurioso81
Luis has drawn a contrast between the ©lasses with 

M s  insistenee that it is the wealthy who receive the 
Church8 s principal attention0 The author further develops

53 o Qbrago io 1156» 54-o Obras 0 ig 1199 o
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this theme "by giving the reader an idea of why the ri©h
V'are so attracted by this attentions ®ad@mas eon el apoyo

del rieo9" de tradioional estolidez, %me atormentado per
el remordimlento 9 ©ompra con un trozo de su fortune s la

56
segmrldad de mo ir al infiernooH

The statement is not so ludicrous if one views it 
in the light of what is impliedo It certainly could im
ply that the 0hmrch9 that heaven itself9 is for sale to 
the highest biddero This assurance of entering heaven 
must originate from somewhere9 so one makes an assumption 
that the Church does encourage this type of reasoning on 
the part of the wealthy0

Certainly as important as the previous concept is 
the one made by the author to explain the extreme piety—  
false9 of course— that some of the devout have reachedo 
Doha Cristina is a good example of false piety because 
Mno entraba numea en esta iglesia sin experimentar un 
comquilleo de placer0 Sentia igual satisfaeciSn que si 
penetrase en un salSn elegante, domde sin esfuerzo alguno,
eon una dulzura oasi voluptuosa y sin molestos eontaetos 8

57se ganaba la salvaeidm del alma»88
This passage is interesting from several points of 

viewo Doha Cristina apparently is having a love affair with 
the Churcho She is in love with the exterior mamisfesta- 
tioms of Christianity rather than with the interior ©aes»

56o Obras, is 11270 57o ©braso i9 115^0
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The author is attempting to place an element of doubt into
the narrative as regards the orthodoxy of her piety. As-
summing that dona Cristina is a model Catholics one must
consider the intrinsic values of her religious experiences
in a contrast with what she purports to adhere to.

The authors speaking through Luis 3 has left no
doubt of a nefarious connection between the clergy and the
wealthy classes. He has even gone further by claiming
that the wealthy class is a tool of the clergy.

A #1 no le extrahaba que el ejSroito de la miseria, , 
en sus protestas y rebeldfas9 se dirigiese contra 
sacerdotes ignaeianoss a pesar de que dstos no 
tomaban parte directa en las empresas industriales.
Bran los directores y los eduoadores de los ricos, 
ellos daban forma a la clase superior, la moldea- 
ban a su gusto.58

As the clergy, and especially the Jesuits, serve in educa-
/tional capacities in some instances, the Church is in a 

position to orient its wealthy students towards its own 
philosophy.

Even the arguments in behalf of the Church are so
construed by the author as to be self-discrediting. As
the contentions expressed are assumed to be the position of
the Church, they are damaging to her reputation because of
their manipulative effect upon the reader. One of the
Catholic champions, Uriquiola, states that if they let the

59people do as they wish, they will not come to Church.
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With statements similar to this ©ne9 the author implies that 
the Ghureh is a type ©f Big Brother9 a moholithie organiza
tion dedlbated to the proposition that it, not the people,■ ' ■ 1 ' 1
knows what is best for them* One is able to infer that
there is mot only a desire for absolute power within the
Chur oh, a form of thought and aetion ©mtarol, but also a
eonspiraey to keep the lower ©lasses in their form of
peonage0 '

According to tJriquiolas Spain should return to the
past and its values since formerly there was no progress

60
and also no social unrest™ She past of which Wriquiola 
speaks is probably the reign of Felipe II™

Educated in Jesuit schools, Wriquiola reflects what 
is purported to be the Church's philosophy towards one’s 
lot in this life™ The status quo and her desire to main
tain it, is assessed as a praiseworthy goal™ The status 
quo that exists in Vizcaya9 however, is misery and poverty 
for the workers9 affluence and luxury for the upper-classes0

Aquella gente vivfa feliz en su estado, sin solar 
en repartos ni en revolucionesi antes bien, dispues- 
ta a dar su sangre por Dios y per las sanas eostum- 
bres™ Per© que no le hablasen del populaoho de las 
minas9 ©orrompido y sin feg ™ ™ » siempre deseom- 
tentos y promoviendo huelgas $ deseando el exterminio 
de los rieos y comparand© su miseria con el bien- 
estar de los demSs, com© si hasta en el olelo no 
existiesem categories y ©lases™6l

Since the Ionian Church also has an earthly hierarchy

6#™ Qbras, i. 111#™ 6l™ Qbras™ i, 1110™
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eonsistimg ©f her deaeons$ priests9 and bishops 9 they must 
perforce maintain class differences also* In any ease9 the 
author implies that a sharp difference in material matters 
does and should continue to exist as a natural state of 
man0

Because Uriqulola has the firm support of the 
€hureh$ and since he has been educated in her philosophy$ 
Blase© IbSnez implies that the Church approves and con
dones poverty and misery<,

Besides contending that the Church is a parasitical 
organization, the author suggests that she is also an or
ganization of despoilers8 "el saqueo de la Naturaleza9 
la amputaeiSn de sus entraSas de hierro habfa servido ini- 
eamente para la felieidad de unos cuantos y para que el
par&slto sagrado que se oeultaba tras de ellos fuese el

62
verdadero amo de todo®"

The author attacks Christian aims as a mask for
self-interests and greed® The Church could be compared
with a band of merciless exploiters masquerading in the
guise of a benevolent society of miracle workers®

Y al ausentarse la Fortune loea se mareharian tras 
de sps pasos, aquellos hombres negros que la 
segufan a todas partes eomo merodeadores y s6lo 
se mostraban hablando del ©iel© all£ dende se 
amontonaban los benefieios de la tierra® H© 
vacilar£an en abandonar esta tierra al verla

62® Qbras® i9 1212®
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exhamstao La.olvidar£an com© olvi&aban a los 
palses pobres 9 ©ma.1 si en ellos mo exlstlesem 
hljjos de sm ©ioso^3

If tkis position is valids then the Church at best could 
be.considered Ineffectual as a worthwhile organization and 
perhaps as. malign at the other end of the spectrum®

Vicente Blase© iMEez Implies a great deal more 
than he says directly® He is operating on two levels ® He 
mixes implications and direct comments® From his implica
tions $ it is possible to infer almost any kind of in
sidious attitude on the Church°s part ®

64
El IntrusQp of courseg is death® Lmis compares 

death with the Jesuitss averring that they both enter a
65

man's house in silence and by stealth® This comparison
is in line with his purpose of anti-clericalism® Death66
does represent different ideas to different people9 but 
to many it is certainly not a welcome guest in one8s house® 
There are those who fear and abhor death and to whom it 
conjures up a number of negative tableaus ® This is the 
essence of the author’s polemics® Death and the Church 
are symbolically equated as creatures from the same cloth® 

As the plot unfolds9 the tempo of attacks against 
the Church is increased® The two main elements in these
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attacks are BoHa Gristima and- • the attitude ©f the Jesuits 
themselveso Bona Gristlna°s favorite priest Is the arro
gant ©ne who "boasts that he has physically mistreated the

6?
enemies ©f religion» He has "become well known among the 
faithful, for a deposition that he published asking the 
wealthy to buy votes to send a Catholic candidate to con
gress and for forbidding his women parishioners to make68
purchases in liberal establishments = This is perver
sion of democratic institutions,.

The priests begin to organize for the defeat of 
the liberal forces at work in Vizcaya* While the workers 
hold a protest meetings the priests gather their flecks 
and inform them that they must be ready to die for the

69faith* Later the streets begin to fill with people*
Among them are insolent Jesuits with hidden pistols who
are only looking for am opportunity to begin exterminat- 

?0
fag liberals* The Catholics do have some cause for 
jubilationg Hamdm has been converted and has fired his

71
non-religious workers and is replacing them with Catholics* 
He has also fired all of his sailors that have been found 
guilty of blasphemy and even more ridiculous9 at the in
stigation of the Church9 the prows of his ships are being
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fitted: with religious sta.tues«' This situation is ridicu
lous when it is viewed im the light ©f logicc The end re
sult of these actions9 in the eyes of the Church9 is to 
make him a better Ghristiano His former actions do harm 
to people and the latter merely shows superstition^

The riot begins when9 at their priests0 urgings 9
the people shout a 8'religiousM slogan g ""sTiva la reli-

.73gi6nI olueran los liberales!86 During the riot, a priest
takes out his weapon and begins shooting at liberal par- 

7#tieipantso Even with the zest displayed by this priests
the battle turns against his faetiono Paradoxically9 it
is the soldiers of the liberal governmental regime9 which

.75they hate, that save them,,' The reflections of Luis are
bitter® but of interest® He notes the unpleasant truth
that people are fighting and killing, one another over a
grossly carved piece of wood® while hunger and injustice

76stalk the land o’
What does Luis (and the author) want? The answer 

is given by Luis while he watches the religious idols9 
which had been tossed into the river$ float towards the 
seas "aqueHos Idolos hablan enganado a la Humanid&d 
demasiad© tiemp© y debfan morir o e « Efan los eneubridores
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&e la lnjnstlela0 Bavarian de sus altares9 oomo habian
deseendido los dloses del pagan!smo ouando les lleg6 su
hora9 0 o a y la Humanidad, adorarla en el infinite de su
ideal!smo las dos dnicas divinidades de la nueva religidns

77. la ciencia y la Justieia social»11
The author ha.s made use of several techniques in 

his anti-clerical protestations =, Many of his characters 
may be classified into various types, all of which con
tribute to his anti-clerical point of viewo The young 
doctor Luis Aresti, is the most important, as he is the 
personification of anti-clericallsm0 Luis is intelligent, 
logical, reasonable, and humane« He has a dual roles one, 
he can be said to represent the progressive future that 
the Church is seeking to combat; and two, he has the 
function of developing the anti-clerical attacks with an 
intellectual approach0

The clergy form a group which help in two different 
ways to express the author6 s anti-clerical position. They 
represent the antithesis of Luis8 position. As they are 
at the opposite end of the intellectual pole, their argu
ments for the Church merely aid Luis’ efforts to present 
them in an unfavorable light® Their actions certainly 
speak for themselves ® They do not practice gentle 
Christianity and to all purposes and intents represent 
barbarism versus civilization®

77® Obras, i, 1214®
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Finally there are the lay people» Their attitudes 

are mere reflections of the clergy’s desires, and they are 
shown to be the tools for the clergy’s schemes=

Blasco IMhez has presented the anti-clerical 
character as a progressive figure while presenting the 
Church as evil* He has done this mainly through his use 
of descriptive language, employing value-building modi
fiers in his clerical presentations* The reader is given 
a choice* Either choose the Church, which is evil, corrupt 
and radical, or anti-clericalism which is progressive, 
humane and, in fact, Christian in the true sense of the 
word*



BNfSE NAMMJOS

Eta.tr® laranjes -is ■ primarily a- laturalistie noT-el$
more eoneerned with the social^ governmental 9 and fiman-
eial evils of the V&leneisn. area of Spain.than with the
abuses of the Church0 The author’s purpose is t© present
the government and its party bosses as direet eontributors
to the social inequalities and ruinous finaaoial polieies
of Spaino They are linked to the Ghureh by the latter6s
approval of them*

Don Jaime9 the grandfather of Safael9 amasses his
wealth la part by the buying and selling of Spanish Jus- 

1tioe0 His son Bamdn continues the family tradition by em
ploying local governmental machinery to exempt favorites

2
and. those who pay from military servi©@0 Bon Bamtin also
has kept murderers from going to prison, in order to use

3them against the political ©ppositiono
There are many other examples of Naturalism too 

numerous to mentions the great flood, marital behavior, 
Leonor’s seizure9 etcetera<,

Bafael Brull and his family are pillars of society,

lo ©bras, i, 5^9® 2o ©bras, i9 5?2o
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and they fully aeeept the soelal and religious meres of 
their countryo They are supporters of the Church9 and the 
Church has placed its stamp ©f approval upon themo The 
grandfather9 Bon Jaimes who is a usurer, a prevaricator, 
and a miser, is trusted and believed in by the very ones 
he deceiveso la fact, his clients believe in him as they 
believe in Godo It is not unreasonable to associate the 
two beliefs by analogy@ as a lack of judgment processo 
With this analogy, the author intends to discredit the 
faithfulo

The faithful are presented in many guises, and 
none of them is very reassuringThe mother of Rafael, a 
very pious woman, prays a great deal* She prays mainly for 
her husband to dies 66o Que se muera cuanto antes I I Para 1©
que tiaeel <, » « 5Que el Seflor nos proteja llevSndoselo

.. 5prontoo66 In answer to her prayers, her God finally does
6 ■ 

kill Bon .Baaadne The woman"s piety is contrasted and com
pared with her actions =, There is no doubt that doha 
Bernarda is a true believero She believes in the power of 
San Bernardo to make the rains cease and to alleviate the 
resultant flood conditionso As someone will receive the 
credit for persuading the priests to take the statue of 
San Bernard© out to perform his miracle, she insists that

ObraSo i, 570= 5® Cbras, i, 5?6o
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7her son Eafael be the one to receive it. The mother is

used in a negative manner as a member of the faithfuls
whabla cafdo en un marasmo senil rayano en la idiotez$ sin
mds manifestaoiones de vida que la permanencia en la
iglesia hasta que la despedfan cerrando las puertas $ y el
rosario continuamente muraurado por los rinoones de la casa9

8
huyendo de los gritos y los juegos de sus nietos.81

The author depends principally upon a reaction of
sensation in making his point. By equating senility with
piety, one has a reduction in value of the concept of
prayer. Doha Bemarda is alluded to as a good Christian
who . seizes an opportunity to disillusion and berate an old
lady with gossip, which helps destroy the domesticity of 

9
her home.

The actions of a good Christian may be contrasted 
with hers. The author employs the good Christian as a 
perpetrator of evil deeds to connect the concept of. 
Christianity with the concept of harmful deeds.

Biasco Ibihez has a tendency to make direct com
parisons between a negative worldly value and a positive 
religious value, the purpose of the comparison being to 
form a correlation between the two values. At best the 
negative value will cancel out the positive one and in

?. Obras, i, 595°
9® Obras, i, 672.

8. Obras, 1, 672=



most eases will equate the tw©s 16el elamoree sin fin del
rehaSo.ele©toral9 qua no tropezaha eon el. m^s leve
ohstiemlo sin aeudir inmediatamente al diputado eomo el

_ I®devoto apela al milagroso patr6n018 The result of the 
correlation accomplished with similes and metaphors9 is 
a lowering of the positive value to the level of the nega
tive ©m@o

The Brail family has been presented as a not very
welcome addition to society because of their political
machinations« The pious and the priests of the Aleira
district, however9 are all for them0 In fact; don Andriss
don Bamdn; and doSa Bernarda are a Holy Trinity for the

11
faithful of the area0 The author disparages religion by 
equating the word religion with the actions of the Broil 
familyo

Leaner*s aunt9 dona Bepa9 believes that the asocial
actions of her niece have stained her soul-o She is very12
religious and is presented as am "alma.senelllSo8 Both
"alma" and "sencillag" when viewed separately; have one 
meaning; but when connected; they have a negative value0 
An "alma semcilla" is presented as representative of the 
faithful0 loma Beppa; the servant of Leonor and another 
representative of the faithful; leaves her estate to the

10o Obras* i<, 669° 11= ©bras0 i; 5?^»
12« ObraS; i9 659»



Church when she dles9 to insure the salvation of her 
13soulo As was alleged in El IntrmsQa here9 toog one finds

the implication that one can gain salvation by bribing God*
In this case9 heavenly salvation is sought by bribing the
servants of Go&o

The pious9 as a group9 are presented as bundles of
neuroses in need of psychiatric powers “La dominaba el
paver de lo sobrenatmral y bmseaba eon infant11 ansiedad

. ' 14
una pr©teeeidn9 un poder fmerte que atajase el peligr©o“
They are equated with children to show the illogicalness
of their piousness e:

The people know that San Bernard© is as powerful
•15as God Himself where Aloira is concerned0 In faot9 San

Bernard© is a stone statue," and his life and deeds' are ©on-16 I?
sidered by the author to be legend,1 fantasy, and super- 18
StitlOBo

Rafael9 who becomes the Catholic Deputy and who
represents the Church.in her fight against the liberal

19faction in the Cortes® is used by the author to dis
credit the Church in several instances <> According to 
Rafaels the pious believer has a psychological handicap;

13 o' ©braso i, 673 0 14o Obras <, i,
15o Obras® i, 593o 16 0 Obras 0 lg $960
17° Obras0 i9 564-565=. 180 Obras* i9 597o'
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he must use the Church as a crutch, attributing all his

20
boons to the protection of some pious Saint. He compares
his drab, dull tour of Milan accompanied by his mentor, a
canon of the cathedral, with the gay, bright life led by

21
Leonor when she was in Milano Essentially, the author 
negates the religious quality with his selection of ad
jectives, while elevating the mundane qualities with posi
tive adjectives*

The. protagonist, Bafael, is certainly a study of 
contrasts* He accepts and defends Catholicism on the one 
hand while depreciating it and demeaning the faithful on 
the othero Bafael is a hypocrite* He uses the following 
comparison to describe the religious experiences of the
faithfulg "se detenfan a venerar cualquier reliquia

22
acreditada por absurdos milagros.11 He believes the faith
ful to be fools, for they kill themselves with prayers and
devotions when they are ill instead of going to a physician 

23for a cure *
As a delegate, Bafael speaks for an extended period 

to protect the government subsidies of the Church. The
author labels his defense of Catholicism "lyrical en-

24
thusiasm." Both his lyrical language and his long pole
mics are nothing more than a potpourri of ramblings which '

21. Obras, 1, 624.
23® Obras, i, 585®

20o Obras, i, 609®
22® Obras, i, 579®
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neither defend nor expound,, They merely serve to waste

.25time o'
Bafael defends Gatholieism "by stating that Spain26

is only great when Catholic„ This is certainly not the
2?

ease according to Nicholson Bv Adams o The author ironi
cally uses Bafael8s defense of Catholicism as an attack on 
the latter, the deputy states that all non-Qatholie 
countries are dens of obscenity and depravityg "Y a 
eontinuaeiSn una apologia emtusiAstica de la familia 
cristiana; del hogar eatSlico, nido de virtudes y dulzttras, 
con tal fervor, que no parecfa sino que en los pafses 
donde no imperaba el ©atolicism® eran todas las casas

28
repugnantes lupanares u horrosas euevas de bandidoso18 
An absurd contention which negates any veracity that his 
polemics might containo

These expressions are important in establishing 
the author8s anti-clerical position because they set the 
stage for Bafael8s betrayal of themo He does not even be
lieve in his own defensive propositions as he asks Leonor
to run away with him, a few minutes after he has defended

.29
the Christian sanctity of the home*

The liberal champion is presented in an entirely

25o ©bras< is 678-679° 260 ©bras@ i9 680„
2?o Nicholson Bo Adams, The Heritage of Spain (lew 

York, 1959)9 PP° 124-134, and ppQ 203-2070
28o ©brasc i, 68©o' 29® ©bras, i, 683*
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different light0 Bafael himself gives this presentation 
with his description of the liberal delegates “Per© 
habfa sabido ajmstar sm existeneia al debar? j sin ereer 
en Dios9 sin otro apoyo que la filosof£a9 la fmerza de la 
virtud era tal9 qme desarmaba a los mas apasionados

3©enemigos o18
The polemies of the liberal delegate stand in

sharp ©ontrast to the absurdities of Bafael» The liberal
delegate defends freedom of eonseienee with “senoilla 

31amemidado68 . The schools are filthy hovels while churches 
and convents rise overnight on the principal streets of 
Madrid like magic palaces g 81 en Madrid <, 0 o las escuelas 
instaladas en inmumdos zaquizamfsg iglesias y eonventos
smrgiend© de la noohe a la manana eomo palaeios enean-

32
tad©Soe •

The author implies that the backward educational 
situation of Spain is due to the favored financial posi
tion of the Churcho By contrasting the educational situa
tion with the religious one in relation to the needs of 
the people? he presents the Church as being favored before 
education in the matter of building programso This re
flects doubt regarding the Church6 s desire to better con
ditions in .Spain o

30o 0bras9 i$ 6760 31® Obras* i? 6760
32o Obras9 ig 677*



The "blame for the poor state of educational affairs 
in Spain is laid at the door of the Churcho The author 
might have been influenced by the theories of Krausism9 
since he is interested in tolerance and reforms in eduea-

33tion0 He contrasts the educational situation in two 
Protestant countries with that in Spains Men veintitantos 
aKos de Hestauraeidn9 mks de eineuenta edifieios reli- 
giososg completamente nuevos, = = 0 y9 en cambio, una sola 
eseuela modemas eomo la de eualquier poblaei6n pequeha 
de Inglaterra o Suiza<,M By directly equating the re
ligious and educational situation in Spain with that in 
England and Switzerland;, he finds that the reason for the 
discrepancy in the Spanish system is the difference in 
religious establishments«,

The state asks for fewer taxes while creating new 
35bishoprics» The Church collects pay for its services

36
from the faithful and then once again from the state0
He describes the Catholic youth as feeble9 unenthusiasties

, 3?
selfish and pious» Feebles unemthusiastle9 and selfish 
are used in a series with pious and Catholics forming a 
negative value 0

The Church is presented as having a double standard«

33° Bichard Chandler$ A New 
Literature (Baton l©uge9 1961)9 po 35°

3̂ °- ©bras«' i9 677o 35° ©bras9 i9 677 =
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It preaches Christian morality on the one hand while con
doning $ on the others the immorality of the rich and power
ful! -Cufdese usted9 don Bamdn- declan los curas amigos9 
dnicos que osahan aludir a los desdrdenes de su vida. -Va
usted hacidndose viejo y a su edad, vivir como un joven, es

38
llamar a la muerte-o Indeed* they are proud of their
Catholic defender* the fervent Catholic who almost never 

39goes to masso
Doha Bemarda is frequently informed of the

Church9s opinion of her husband! -Guide usted mucho de
don Bamdno Gracias a 413 la ola de la demagogia se
detiene ante el templo y los malos principles no triunfan
en el distrito. El es quien tiene en un puho a los 

40
implos-o Thus the defender of the faith is paradoxically 
one of the faithless„

The clergy seeks to reciprocate the favor and to 
promote the welfare of the Brull family by discriminating 
in favor of the boy Bafaelg “termind sus estudios su- 
periores con los padres escolapios* siendo el protago- 
ista de los repartos de premioss el primer papel en todas

41
las oomedias organ!zadas en el teatrillo de los frailes." 
The manner in which Bafael* scion of the wealthy Brull 
familya is treated is used to prove that the Church will

38. Obras* 1* 577o 39. Obras, i, 573»
40. Gbras* i, 572. 4l. Qbras, i, 575.
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discriminate in favor of someone if it is to the Church5 s 
advantage to do so0

The supreme reward from the Church in "behalf of 
the Brull family is given at the death of don Jaime9 the 
elan’s founder0 Although a usurer and a perverter of 
justice, the clergy does everything in its power to in
sure the salvation of don Jaime’s soul. The author com
pares the religious preparations for don Jaime with those 
for a saint g ’’El M e  jo Brull murid com© m  santo®' Salii 
de la vida ayudado por todos los ultimos sacramentos; mo 
quedd elSrigo en la ciudad qme no empmjase su a3jaa ©amino
del ©ielo con mmbes de incensari© en los solemnes fu-

.42
neraleso11 Because don Jaime was not a very good person 
in life, one may assume that these preparations of the 
clergy are of little if any value 0 The value that the 
priests, .placed upon their own rites are suspect if one 
compares don. Jaime with a saint ®

The author uses similes to set up a ludicrous com
parison with a value-depreeiatiom purpose» The Church has 
been presented as hypocritical, discriminating, selfish, 
and immoralo By presenting these scenes, the author 
validates his own position towards.the Church® He uses 
contrast comparisons, and hypocritical machinations which 
refute and negate the religious value of the Church’s posi
tion on morality and ethics®

42® Obras, i, 572®



Doctor Moreno9 as a non-believer, is presented as
a decent9 intelligent9 educated person whose fellow men

>3"benefit from his helping actions = He is kind towards 
M

©Mldren9 and he succeeds in treating illnesses with his
scientific knowledge where the doctors who trust God more

45than they do sciences, failo She clergy considers his
medical cures sorcery which he obtains from his mysteri-

M’S
©ms foreign books on medicine=

She author employs both satire and irony in his 
defense of Doctor Moreno = She clergy's reaction to his 
defense of Gharles Darwin's biological theories is satir
ical s "Era, defensor de mm tal. Darwin9 qme sostemfa qme 
el hombre es pariente del m©nos 1© %me regoeijaba a la 
imdignada d©2a Bernarda, haeiSmdola repetir todos los 
ehistes que a costa de esta locmra soltaban sms amigos 
l©s cmras los doming©s en el pllpifc©.**

She author’s irony may be seen in the Ghurch’s 
attitude towards his miracmlous cures which they attrl-. 
bmte to sorcery#

y 1© peor era qme con tales brujerias no habfa 
enfermedad qme se resistiera al doctor lorenoo 
Haeia prodigies en los arrabales emtre la tosea 
gente d@ los hmertos e Devolvfa la salmd a los 
que habian.declarad© incurables los viejos medi
cos de larga levita y hasten eon pun© de ©ro9

43o Obras.,,. 1, 5®7o" , 44, ©bras, i, 588o’
45o1 © b r a s i, 5880 46, ©bras, i9.588,
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venerables saMosg mss ereyentes en Dios gme em 
la ©ienela®^

Obviously these dootors are not sages as the author says 
they areo fhe good Gatholie doetors and their God are 
without valueo

It is of interest to note that the Ghureh labels 
its own unexplained benefits 8,Bilraelest6 while labeling 
the doctor9 s science “sorcery011 The passage shows a 
vivid contrast between proven science and unsubstantiated 
miracleso By his use of contrasting contentions$ Blase© 
Ibihez places the Church in an absurd position; while the 
persecuted Doctor Moreno is shown as a progressive; edu
cated humanitariano With a judicious use of contrasts, 
the faithful and the clergy are depicted as ignoranto

The author directly contrasts Doctor Moreno, the 
liberal humanitarian; with Bamdn Brail, the Catholic champ
ions Doctor Moreno turns down a deputyship in the Cortes 
because there would be no one to treat the poor, gratis, 
if he lefto This deputyship is a position for which the 
Brull family has lied, schemed, cheated, and committed . 
various evil actions during the last three generations of 
the family°s existence9 The quote presents a contrast be
tween two behavioral processes, one being liberal, human
istic, beneficial and, most important, anti-clerical; the

48o ©bras, i, 5®8e 49o Obras, i, $89o
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other being malign9 ignorant9 motivated by self-interest 
and9 most important9 pro-eleriealo

The role that Doetor Moreno’s daughter &eonor plays 
is also anti-eleri©alo She may be.compared with her father 
insofar as her a@tions are eoneernedo The author has pre
sented her as a non-believer, but as a person ©f good in-

50
elinations who shows herself generous to the poor. To

51Leonor, music is a religions her lover being the Supreme 
52

Mastero Hans Keller, her lover, is compared to her
53Master in a number of instances <, Music has had a very 

debauching effect upon Leonor and she compares it to re
ligion in generalo In fact, she contends that Bans Keller 
is the chosen representative of the Divinity: l8s@nt£a la
neeesidad de hum!liarse, la dulzura del saerificio, com©
el devoto que se prosterna ante el saeerdote, no viendo en

54
Si al hombre, sino al elegido de la Divinidado”

Hans Keller is a degenerate, a woman chaser, an 
adulterer, who starts Leonor on the road to licentious

55behavior, and she compares him with a religious figure0 
It is not illogical to.contend that the author attempts to 
suggest an identification of the false teachings of Bans

50o ©bras, i, 585-586» 51° ©bras, i,
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Keller with these of Jesms Christ9 who is considered
Divine among Christianso

A combination of Naturalistic and anti-clerical
elements may be extracted from the descriptions of the
religions processional to invoke San Bernardo's tradi-

56
tional miraculous aid in stemming the flood's waters0 
The gathering of the faithful to implore the saint's aid 
is of interest as the description is comparable to that of

57a violent mob0
The author creates a scene ©f madness and re

pugnance by employing similes and descriptive adjectives$, 
and repetition of sounds to portray a religious gatherings 
Mun estripit© horripilante9 com© si la isla se abriera 
en mil pedazos v arrastrando la ciudad al centro de la 
tierra* La plaza se lien# de relimpagoso Ira una ver- 
dadera bat alia8 descargas eerradas9 arcabmzazos sueltos 9

5§tiros qme pareefan oahonazoh«,19 le creates an impression
of an animated scene0 By mixing the elements of nature 
with those of man9 Blaseo Ibanez paints a portrait of in
sanity which he equates with the devotional experience of 
a religious processions

5#e Qferas0 i9
57o Lewis Bo Brett $ Nineteenth Century Spanish 

Plays (New %ork9 1935)9 P® 457° See also Vicente Blase© 
TbShezg La Barraca (jfeireel©na9 195#) 9 PP° 148-149 9 and 
Herman P0 Sacks9 Guentos de hoy y de ayer (Hew York? 1956) 
Po 104o
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dlsparSbanse los plstolemes #e arzdn entre las 
pleraas de los fleles9 repetlam sms s@@as &e- 
tena©l©mes las eseopetas de fabrloaelSn modenaa, 
y la mmohedmmbres, aflelomada a e@rrer.la p61voras 
arremollmSbase9 gestlemlaBte y ron©a9 enardeelda' 
per el exeitante hmmo mezelad© e@n la hiamedad de 
la Uuvla y per la presemeia de aquella Imagen de 
bromeeo59

The author effestively negates religious value
with a liberal.amd judleieus use ©f descriptive language0
H©ise8 movement9 and pandemonium in general; reign in this
passage9 and not religious pla©idity9 seremity9 and
aestheti© valueso This scene may be contrasted with the
religious procession in Bias©© IbaHez0 El PrSstamo de la
Difumtas 66La mu©hedumbre rdstiea que ooupaba las aeeras9
gentes de tez ©obriza9 ademanes humildes y voces eantoras
y dulzonaso las mujeres iban ©ubiertas con mm largo manto
negro, igual al de las ©hilenas; los hombres ©on urn ponoko

S©
amarillento y aneho sombrero 9 0 » o11

Although both processionals are descriptive, the 
author has created two different types of images 9 The 
tone is harsher in the former than in the latter0 The 
author describes the exterior in the former to create an 
aura of ugliness and repugnance9 but he emphasizes a 
smoother, a more placid exterior coupled with a reflec
tion of the interior in the latter processioho

The descriptions of the ensuing march and

59° ©brasa i, 597° 6 0o Obras<, iis 1517°
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devotional practices are anti-elerieal insoameh as the 
author continues his depreciating techniques of correlat
ing religious practice with ugliness9 false motivation,
satires irony9 and fallacious intent c The statue "bearers61
are almost naked; hysterical women "break into tears at62
the sight of the statue; children are tossed, about in a

63
helter-skelter fashion to kiss the statue; little ehil-64
dren bump their drooling noses om the statue; and the 
writhing.mass of humanity is compared to oetopis "Bra. 
una eonfusa mara&a de brazos nervudos y desnudos saliendo 
del agua para sostener el santo; un pdlipo humamo que 
parecfa flotar en la roja eorriente sosteniendo la imagen

65
sobre sus lomoso"

The author uses satire to discredit the faith
ful’s belief in San Bernard© 0 They maintain that the 
only reason that the city still exists is because their
ancestors had previously carried the statue down to the66
river to perform his miracle„

They also know9 as do even little children, that 
the statue of San Bernardo could not be lifted and moved 
unless the statues of his sisters were moved at the same 
times "Bra cosa sabida hasta por los ninos que no habfa

6lo ©bras9 is 597° 62« Obras0 19 597°
63* Obras<, i9 597» 64= Obras9 i9 597o
65o Obras9 i9 598o 66e Obrasg i9 595®



fuerza en el mundo capaz de arrancar el santo de su altar
6?

si antes no salfam las hermanase1' The author suggests a 
rapport of understanding "between the statue and Its wor
shippers o A comparison may be drawn between the Intel
ligence of the statue and of Its supporters.

Although the statue Is brought out, the river con
tinues to rise. The faithful Insist that It Is not rising 
and they threaten to disembowel anyone who disagrees with 
themg ,!y un mocetdn de ojos feroees hablaba de vaciarle
el viemtre de una euchillada a cierto burl6n que aseguraba

. . 6 8
que el rlo subirla0n The statue$ its religious value, 
and the fervor of its adherents are presented as value
less when they are presented as factual.

The description of a sick and elderly man is of 
interest, since it is used to refer to the possible harm 
done by religious fanaticisms llun viejo temblaba de fiebre, 
Habia eogido unas tereianas en los arrozales, y sosteniendo 
el hachdn eon sus marnos tr6mulas, vaoilaba antes de meterse
en el rfo, -Entre, agtlelo- grltaban con fe las mujeres,

69-El pare San Bernat el curard-»,i
During the processional, the false piety of the 

priests is presented as an example of the real value of 
this class of religious activity. The parish priest does

67, Obras, i, 597o
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mot want the saint to be taken out of the Ohureh sinoe.he 
regards this sort of activity as mummery& "y el bmem 
pdrroeo, bondadcs©, obeso y un taut© so©arr6n9 se re
sist fa siempre a aceeder a lo que Si llamaba uma mojiganga 

70tradieionalo86 The Ohuroh itself negates the value of
this sort of religious experience with an overt statement
made by a elergymano The clergyman9s motives are self-
comfort and a comprehension that the statue lacks the
power to work miracles= Where would religion be if the

71
river carried half the .city off? Besides, the last flood

72almost carried off the statue of San Bernardo itself=
The priest is helpless, however, in the face of

superstitions instilled in the people by centuries of
fanaticisms Mla muchedumbre, inquieta por la tardamza,
gritaba contra el cura. Era una eseena extraha ver al
hombre de la iglesia protestando en mombre del bmen
sentido, pretend!end© luchar contra las preocupaeiones

73amontonadas por varies siglos de fanatismoo18
This is an important method of the author, Blaseo 

rbSSez contends that the Church itself does not believe in 
its own teachings, traditions, and miracles= The method 
has more value-negating influence because it employs the 
clergy for these observations instead of an obvious amti-

71o Cbras„ i, .595°
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elerieal ©liaraoter smoh as Boetor H©rem©o The emrate 
aecedes to their demandsg but his attitude towards the 
whole affair is overtly negative0 The curate begins t© 
grumble when the rain falls on himg and he orders the 
statue to be returned to the Church when he feels the

75©old water creeping up his back.
The priests are all in favor of a religious en

vironment for Spain0 The author presents this attitude 
with his use of satirical comparisons and with presenta
tions of ludicrous situationsB The clergy wanted Doctor 
loreno jailed because he desired his daughter baptized

76
without giving her a saint's name o' For the priest 9 the 
good old days were the best c These were the days when 
Spain was more Catholic9 the days when anyone whose re
ligious orthodoxy and attitude were suspect would be sent

77to Fernando Po0’ Indeeds an anti-clerical attitude was
78

a more serious affair than murderc
The other relic employed by the author is the

Virgin of Llueho An embodiment of the author8 s various
techniques are employed in the negation of this statue as
a religious value0 There are two Virgins of Lluohg the

79local one being the genuine statue0 This is proved

7̂ @ ©bras0 i9 597* 75° ©brasa i9
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satiri©ally9 as the statue was stolen "by the jealous
P&lmanians but miraculously reerossed the separating
waters $ and without even getting her feet wet§ 6illegaron
despuis los de Mallorca para restitmirla a sm isla; per®
oomo la celestial Senora les habfa tornado ley a Aleira y
a sus habitantes volvid voland© sobre el mar sin mojarse 

80
los pies «> !1

Since the Virgin is miraculous @ she has the power
to effect cures«, One believer comes to the shrine and
grows weaker even while she is praying to the Virgin to81
make her stronger0 After her prayers are ended9 she is82
so weak that she can hardly rise* and when she is asked
if she does not feel betters she is afraid to say that she
does notg "6iba aqmello major? iProbaba la visita a la
Virgen?- La pobre enferma9 eada vez mSs pSlida9 revelando
con tana mueea de dolor las terribles punzadas que sufrfa
en sus entraHas 9 no se atrevfa a eontestar por miedo a83
©fender a la milagrosa Senorao‘!ti For the reader the value 
of the relic is destroyed with a tableau of the non- 
effectiveness of the relic as a worker of miraculous cures0 

The shrine keeper and.his family contribute- to 
this evaluation with their attitude and behavior towards 
the religious significance of the shrine0 The peasant

806 Obras% i9 583°’ 810 Obras9 i9 584o
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shrine keeper argues with Bafael over the authenticity
of the shrineg averring that it must he a real shrine

84
heoause •‘where there is smoke there is fire*" The de
scription of his daughter is used as a repelling tech
nique* Her voice$ actions9 and person are all repugnant 
and the author correlates them with the value of the shrine 
hy associations thereby degrading the religious value of 
the shrines My entrS en la iglesia su hija9 una moeetona
morenota y suoia, eon ojos africanosg una beldad rdstiea

85
que pareeia eseapada de un admar»18

The girl’s religious attitude is suspect because
of her actions towards the shrines "se aeomodd en un
bancog volviendo la espalda a la virgen eon el gesto de
mal humor del que se ve ©bligado a hacer todos los d£as la 

86
misma cosa* ••

The veracity of the shrine is not attacked here
by the author9 but he seeks to connect the shrine and its
religious value with its caretakers# My eon una voz bronca9
desgarrada furiosa9 que haefa tembler las paredes del
santuariOg eomenzd una melopea lenta9 eantando la his-

8?
toria de la imagen y sus portentosos milagros *8i

The final factor in the anti-clericalism of Blaseo 
Ib^Eez in Entre Naranjos is symbolism* It is my belief

84* Obrass is 583° 
861 O b r a s i$ 584«,

85# Obras * i9 584* 
87* Obrasq i9 584*
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that the author had a symbolioal concept In mind concern
ing doha Bemarda® The saint of the city is San Bernardo 
and it certainly is possible that the author only intended 
a play upon words with the names San Bernardo and dofSa 
Bermarda® It may well be9 however9 that the author in
tended more than a simple word association® The word 
association of the two names could be extended into a con
cept association of the baseness of Bernard© relating to 
the concept of San Bernardo as a saint of the Church® If 
this supposition is valid9 then the Church suffers in an 
analysis of a correlation comparison®

Bafael speaks of a trip that he made up the side 
of the Assisi Mountains® The descriptions employed are of 
a depreciating and negative nature and may be linked to
gether symbolically to present the author's anti-clerical 
opinion of the religion of Saint Francis of Assisi8 $8re- 
cordaba las montahas de As is s ® ® ® Era un palsaje 
asedtieo® Los pehascos azulados o rojos asomando sus 
eabezas a los lados del caminog pinos y cipreses saliendo
de sus hendiduras 9 extendiendo sobre la yerma tierra sus

88
rafees torfeaosas y negras com© emormes serpientes®18

The landscape's description contains twisted trees9 
a semi-sterile soil9 and a rock-strewn and uninviting place® 
There are allusions of things crooked and twisted® This 
description could be one concerning the Church®

88® Qbras» i9 580®



Carlos Bousono says that the constant repetition
of an Idea may result In a change in its value„ He says
that this reiteration effects a superlative concept of 

89the idea. In this case, the author has emphasized the
negative elements of the landscape to such an extent,
that the whole picture has become extremely negative.

The local convent is described with symbolical
90

overtones. Because the convent is crumbling away, the 
author makes the symbolical contention that religion in 
Spain is paralleling the physical condition of the con
vent. Since the convent and religion are withering and 
crumbling away, the efficaciousness of both of them is 
negated.

King Victor Emmanuel of Italy was representative
of the liberal elements in his country, and his troops
finally occupied the papal territories in Italy and

91broke the secular authority of the Pope. His triumphal
arch in Milan seemingly swallows up the Cathedral of Milan
"vefa en la densa oscurldad la Galerfa Victor Manuel, de
MiMn, con su inmenso arco triunfal, boca gigantesca que

92
parece querer tragarse la catedral. '* This is an element

89. Carlos Bousono, Teorla de la expresidn uodtica 
(Madrid, 1962), pp. 133-137.

90. Obras, i, 581.
91. Wallace K. Ferguson, A Survey of European 

Civilization (Boston, 1958), pp. 700-702.
92. Obras, i, 622.
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symbolic of the expectation that secular forces will 
triumph over clerical forces.

Leonor relates how she as an opera singer, was 
applauded by rustic peasants in Sunday clothes, who wore 
false rings and plated chainsg ,?un piiblico endomingado 
de propietarios rurales y sehoras cargadas de sortijas

93y cadenas falsas.11 Leonor and her anti-clerical ideas
94may be correlated with her artistic talent. The allusion 

to a religious element in the clothing of the peasants is 
linked with their false rings and chains, which symbolic
ally represent the depth of their religiosity. Both their 
jewelry and their religion are ostentatious and exteriorly 
valuable, but in fact false and of no value intrinsically.

Dona Remedios is a decent girl, educated in the 
95fear of the Lord. She is at first presented as a good

Christian girl because she resists Rafael before marriage,
96

although she desires him in a carnal manner. She denies
her.natural instincts to serve human morality. And even
after her marriage, she refuses to fulfill her marital

97duties because of her religious scruples. Doha Remedios 
has been shown to be a good Christian girl according to 
the tenets of her faith. Symbolically, she represents

93- Obras, i, 626.
95• Obras, i, 610.
97. Obras, i, 674.

94. Obras, i, 612-613.
96. Obras, i, 644.
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Cat hoi ic womanhood as approved by the Church. The author 
destroys her value by contending that she is an intellect
ual pigmys "ocultando tras la mansedumbre servicial una 
inteligencia mds obtusa que la del padre, sin otras mani-
festaeiones que la devocidn y los escrdpulos en que la

98
habfan educado."

Her faith is blind, she believes because she is
told to believe; her faith is that of a. conformist and not
that of an intellectual who questions„ Her father, Don

99Matlas, is introduced as a dolt, and his daughter is 
stated to be even more stupid than he is, although she 
is a very pious girl.

She is symbolically representative of Catholic 
womanhood, and as such, her faith is equated to her in
telligence. Neither her intelligence nor her faith are 
of any value.

Leonor makes the final symbolical allusion when she
100

refers to Rafael as a corpse. Rafael, although a vehicle
for the anti-clericalism of the author, is the Catholic

101
champion in the Spanish Cortes„ A corpse is a dead body, 
an object containing no animation and of no future dynamic

98. Obras, i, 636. 99« Qbras, i, 639-
100. Obras, i, 685.
101. Webster's New World Dictionary of the American

Language (New York, 195877~P« 331•



value as a living ofejeeto The Church is the Body of 
102

Christ9 whieh9 when correlated symbolically with lafaelg 
is accorded the position of nothingness in action and in 
valueo

Blase© ZhShez utilizes a variety of techniques 
in his anti-clerical postulations of Emtre Maranjos 0 He 
depends mainly upon repugnance in religious descriptions| 
falseness in examples of piety; negative contrasts and 
comparisons correlated to religious value-producing 
figures; negativeness in symbolic presentationsg satire 
and irony in conversation and logic versus the ridiculous 
absurdities in religious polemics6 Intermingled among 
his techniques is a pervading atmosphere of depreciation 
and negative values0 . ..

102o See the following references 8 Saint 
Augustine’s Prayer Book (Mew forks, 1959)9 P=>"3^7 The 
Book of GommomPray^F T̂'Gonmect i cut <, 19S0) $ p0 2801 
Stephen Neill, Anglicanism (London, 1958), po 43 A o'



IA CATSDHAL

La Catedral is the author’s principal work on 
anti-clericalism. All of the basic attack techniques of 
the author are encountered in this work, which is the 
most edifying in an anti-clerical sense. This work is 
different than the other two works studied, as the em
phasis of the attacks assumes a different form. Although 
all of the works are didactic, this one becomes the most 
important didactically as the author works from within 
the Church. Essentially this is the important dif
ferentiating point; the other two works attackthe 
Church from without and from a lay position. This work 
discredits the Church with attacks made by clergymen on 
their own Church and their own faith.

The main vehicle for the author’s anti-church 
polemics is a trilogy of clerical personagess a cardinal, 
a henchman of the Church and a former candidate for the 
priesthood. This trilogy is aided by a host of minor 
characters skillfully woven into the action and also con
tributing to the basic" unity of the work.

The use of descriptive techniques is extremely 
important in La Catedral. The author employs several dif
ferent descriptive techniques which form a well-integrated 
composite by the termination of the action of the novel.

66



The work appears to be written with skill as each factor 
in his postmlations is carefully developed so that it will 
mesh with another anti-church part0 Descriptivelyg the 
work gradates towards a climaxg each description forming 
a unity with the next one and all of them aiding in am 
anti-clerical unity0

As the entire work revolves around and within the 
Cathedral of Toledo9 a description of the latter would be 
apropos § S8 sal fa de la sombra la inm&cmlada blaneura de la
catedral toledana® la nitez de su piedra9 %ue haee de ella

1
el mSs alegre y hermoso de los temples o81 laving estab
lished a light 9: airy9 pleasant quality, the author con
tinues to describe the cathedral even more ■ enthusiastically8 
,lse marcabam con t©da su elegante y atrevida esbeltez las 
oohenta y ©eh© pilastrasg robustos haees de ©olumnas qua 
suben audazmente eortando el espaei©9 blaneos eomo si fuesen
de mieve solidificada = o o con sms vidrleras qua pareeen

2jardines mSgieos oubiertos de flores de luz0 m
The description is designed to enhance the ex

trinsic value of the cathedral and seems to be at odds 
with the author's anti-clerical objectiveso This is mis
leading 9 .however9 as the author stylistically first presents

lo Vicente Blaseo Ibanez9 la Qated.ral (Madrid9 
1961)9 Po 932o All subsequent references in this chapter 
to this novel will be to his ©bras o

20 ©bras„ 19 932o



tJae-cathedral in a positive maimer and them contrasts its 
extrinsic value with an intrinsic one0 It is also of in
terest to note that the author lends organic elements to 
am inorganic object8 '"la eatedral era para Gabriel un 
giganteseo tumor qme himchaha la epidermis espaSola com© 
rastro de antiguas emferm@dad.es o o = o No era urn mitscul© 
eapaz de desarrollog era urn abeeso q.ue guardaba la hora
de ser extirpad© o de diselverse por les gSrmenes mortales

3que llevaba en su laterloro"
A number of analogies may be extracted from this 

description by a comparison of the extrinsic with the in
trinsic descriptive valueso The salient effect here is a 
contrast of good versus bad, and of beauty versus ugli
ness o A repulsive effect is generated from this type of 
antithesiso

The splendor of the cathedral is contrasted with
4

the squalor of its surroundings 9 and with the wretched 
poverty of the beggars that frequent its portals to beg

5almso By making such a comparison, the author implies 
a nefarious correlation between the cathedral with its 
wealth and the seamy surrounding neighborhood with its 
unfortunate inhabitants 0

A part of the splendor of the cathedral is its

3<> Obras, i9 1014* 4* Obras, i, 929o

mailto:emferm@dad.es


religions arte The anther correlates the religions
statmes and paintings with religion and then equates the
objects themselves with belittling valuess mo el Tato
ensenaba a Gabriel la figmrilla reehoncha de urn fraile6
predieand© eon enormes orejas de burro o88 The statue of 
Christ is treated in a like manners i6Jesds9 con corona 
j mant© de rey9 flaeo9 estirado9 eon el aire enfermizo j 
misero qme los imagineros medioevales daban a sms figuras

7para expresar la dlvirna sublimidado
The importance of these two examples of disparage

ment by descriptive technique is that the former equates 
the clergymen literally with an asinine figure9 while 
the latter pairs negative concepts with positive objects 
to their detriments e©r©na9 manto9 with rey versus flaeo9 
estlradOo enfermiz© and miser©o

Instead of simply writing the word Christo the 
author will add a series of modifying statements which in 
themselves are neutral until they are associated with the 
key word In the d@s©ription0 The key word here being 
Christs ,6E1 tip© d® suprema belleza c 0 o era el ajusti- 
eiado de Judea9 el Crist© polvoriemt© y negruzeo de las 
viejas cat@drales9 ©on la b©@a l£vidaa el tronco ©on-
traldo y esquelitie©9 los pies huesosos y derramando sangre, 8
mueha sangree”

60 Qbras9 i9 981 ?» Obrasa i9 93®°
8o Qbras* i9 1017»



The observer of. the novel is able to view the
passing life of the ©athedral as it is seen through the
eyes of Gabriel Lma9 the protagonist0 It is of interest
to note that his thoughts refleet the opinions and the
thoughts of others who oome to visit the cathedral= In
this way a very ugly descriptive portrayal of Saint

9Christopher is presented0 The author's comments con
cerning the cathedral form a phalanx compact enough to be 
labeled a unity,. They compose the base of the triangle 
of the author's descriptive methods0 In order to complete 
the triangle and to unify the descriptive elements into 
the author's purposes in these presentationss I will ex
amine the other two sides of the triangle0 It is my con
tention that a progressive gradation towards a climax is
present in Blase© IbShez's descriptionsc

The cardinal is an important figure in these
descriptions9 if for no other reason than that of his high
clerical offices 11 El buen jardinero saludaba „ <> o al 
eardenal o » „ que haefa temblar a toda la didcesls con su
genio acre y desabrido y sms arroganeias de revolucionario 

10
absolutista0"

The cardinal's personal qualities are described 
and they reflect his religiosity in a negative manner= The 
author continues with a development of the personality trait

9® Obras« i, 952» 10o Obras9 i9 9^3®



of prides "Para 61, quien llegaba a la si11a de Toledo
era im hombre perfect©, euyos aetos no se podfan discmtir,
j haeia ofdos sordos a las murmuraciones de candnigos y 11
beneficiados.M As with the cathedral, descriptives are 
paired in an opposite way, Tmt the author adds a refine
ment to several of them. Both "perfect88 and "man" could 
he said to have positive value, but when they are coupled 
and then correlated with the cardinal, a negative value 
results®

The cardinal is used as an anti-clerical vehicle 
when his thoughts are voiced to his old friend the cathe
dral gardener, who serves as a type of straightman for 
these anti-clerical contentions ® The cardinal tells him
how happy he was with his mistress while he was a young 

12
bishop, and how he is afraid that greedy monks and nuns
will try to get their hands on the money he is going to

13leave to the fruit of his illicit love, his daughter®
The third side of the triangle is formed by the 

cathedral sacristan who is the cathedral bully and self- 
appointed guardian of maintaining the faith among the lay 
workers of the church and ferreting out heretical ideas 
from among them® His physical description is made repug
nant by a reiteration of negative adjectives? "Era

11. Obras, 1, 9 3̂*
13« Obras * i, 1042

12® Obras, 1, 1041®
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EuseMo5 el sacrlstdn . . ., su corpaehdn mantecoso, la
granujienta, de frente angosta y rugosa, orlada de pelos
hlrsutos, y el cuello taurine, que apenas si le permitfa
respirar, oonvirtiendo sus aspiraciones en un' resonlido 

14
de fluelle." Eusebio, the cathedral sacristan, is a
usurers "sus vicios eran puramente de eclesidstico.
Ahorraba en secrete, con esa avaricia frfa y dominadora
de la gente de iglesia en todos los tiempos . . . don

15Antolfn, de sus ahorros que dedicaba a la usura." This
is an important point as the vice of usury is presented as
a general preoccupation among the clergy and their staff.
Eusebio rationalizes that the Church is poor and as he
also is poor, and a good server of God, it is his Christian
duty to gouge his clients to better serve God by giving the

16
money to the Church.

The climactic part of these three sections on 
descriptions is the presentation of all three as an in
strument of nefarious machinations. The author begins 
with one contention and adds to it to form a broader con
cept of the three figures. They are held together and form 
a unity as none of them could exist without the others and 
still be effectively anti-clerical.

They all form a distinct part of the Cfrurch and

14. Obras, i, 932•
16. Obras, i, 966.

15. Obras, i, 966.
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they all are negative in value 0 The three of them repre
sent Christianity in the novel and "by efuating them with 
Christianity^ the Christian faith becomes a negative value 
itself*

Let us consider another type of descriptive tech
nique of the author for a moment» Although this section 
could have been included with the author’s preceding 
descriptive techniques s, it has been placed here in im
mediate succession to them because it does not form an 
entity as do the others* The technique will be examined 
from three points8 one, the descriptive qualities; two, 
its structure and three, its anti-clerical intent*

A narrative description of a statue of the Virgin 
results in a reduction of the value of miracles8 "Si en 
mi lugar estuviera urn devote, creerfa que la Virgin r£e
unos mementos y despuis llora* Con un poco de imagina-

1?
ei6m y d@ fe9 6 he aqu£ un milagro &" The Virgin is also
compared with the pagan goddess Venus 8 “Esfcos caprichos
han sid© una mina inagotable para los saeerdotes* Tambien
las Venus de otros tiempos ©ambiaban la expresi6n de su
cara, riendo o llorando, a gust© de los fieles, com© una18
imagen cristiana*M

The author uses com© to equate Venus with the 
Virgin* If the passage is analyzed on another plane, the

17* Obras* 1, 106j?* 18* Obras* 1, 106^*
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value of the pagan goddess Venus is the same as that of
the Virgin lary0 The “miraculous quality11 of the statue
is derived from the flickering light rather than from a
supernatural force 0 By suggesting that any power of the
statue would he due to hoth the credulous imagination of
the faithful and to the innate propensities of a candle9
the statues miracless and religious value are all lowered0

As a minimizing technique, the use of similes is
quite common in Biasdo Ih&hez's works» Basically, the
author will select an object of negative value and couple
it with a religious one by using a similes Mal termimar
la mlsa, el Srgano oomenzd a rugir una marcha desordenada
y ruidosa9 algo asf como una danza salvaje, mientras se

19©rdenaha la procesion0 81 Blase© Ihihez does not always
seek to equate the two objects as one and the same, hut
he does attempt to associate them as kindred spirits0

Even when the author purports a pro-clerical value
for the Ghureh, the simile is effective as an anti-clerical
devices MLa iglesia era para ellos como una bestia emorae
y dormida en euy© regazo eneontraban tranquilidad y de- 20
fensaoM The author equates the qualities of an enormous
beast with those of the Church0 Although peace and pro
tection are positive values, the reader must look beyond 
them to a concept of an enormous beasto

19® ObraSs i, 1031» 20o Qbras 0 i, 1053°
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The author debases the religious value of a pro-

oessional statue not by directly correlating it with a
lesser value9 but by suggesting that such a correlation
does exists “Temblaba toda ella desde la base a la
edspide9 Gabriel caminaba agarrado a una traviesa del
©arro9 eon la vista fija en los timoneles$ sintiendo en
sus piernas el roce de los que empujaban aquel artefacto

21
semejante a los carros de los Idolos indostiniceso61 In 
this instanee9 the religious object itself is not attacked*, 
but a similarity is shown between the two objectso The 
concept behind the statue is what the simile indirectly 
attacks o

Although the use of a direct simile is not in
volved here9 the author manages to transpose value from a 
mundane object to that of a religious object by directly 
correlating themg M-Qye Luis,,- me dijo -y aeuSrdate bien 
de estOo in el mundo no hay mSs que un Senors muestr©

22
Sehor Jesu©ristog y dos senoritosg Galileo y Beethoveno"

The importance of satire in the author’s anti
clerical presentations cannot be overlooked= Often his 
satire is crude9 but it is very effective in achieving his 
anti-clerical purposes wse presentaba en ella a bendeeir 
los panes de media libra o 0 » que se repartfan entre los

21o Obras 0 i9 1032. 22. Obras. i9 971.



?6
po"bres<, Seiseientas fanegas de trigo „ <=> » se gastaban
todos los aHos en esta limosnai pero era en los tiempos
qme la cate dial oobraba todos los anos m&s de once mlllones 

23
de rentBo” He easts doubt upon the pecuniary generosity
of the Church by satirically contrasting their immense
income with their pragmatic almsgivingo A comparison of
the cathedral's income with its charity is intended to be

24
taken in a satirical mannero

The same effect is achieved with the cathedral 
gardener's angry reference to the government's current 
pension of 1200 pesetas a month for the maintenance of the 
cathedrals when its former income was 690009000 pesetas a

25montho The two financial contrasts have such a large 
margin of difference that the benevolent image of the 
Church must suffer as a consequence0

Gabriel's brother prayed to the Virgin to aid his 
brotherg and he claims that she did help him, as Gabriel

23o Obrasg i9 933.
24= As a basis of comparisons the following might 

be of interest* As the current rents of the cathedral are 
1200 pesetas9 and once were 6SO009QOO a monthg. the 1190003 
000 in annual rents must refer to reales* The real was 
the equivalent of 12 = 5 HoSo cents (see Webster's* p= 1210)g 
and even considering the price, of todayvs American price- 
supported wheat9 which is $1*87 the bushel (see The World 
Almanac and Book of Facts* p = 657)9 the purehase’"ofr300™' 
bushels would only amount to 1S152 U=S= dollars= At 12*5 
U=So' cents per real, ll9000g000 reales would be worth 
8809000 dollars =

25° Obras, i9 945«
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was not shot for his social activities; he was only de-

26ported from Spain as an undesirable„ The efficacious
ness of prayer is questioned satirically with a presenta
tion of its lack of value. The author's method is the 
simple expediency of correlating one value with a ludi
crous effect.

He deliberately employs direct allusions to some 
famous man with the purpose of satirically presenting the 
clergy as ignorant: ?,segdn dice el maestro de capilla,
que sabe mucho de tales cosas, a un tal Diente o no sd
cdmOj, que hace siglos vivfa en Italia y bajd al infierno,

2?
escribiendo su viaje en verso." The value of the clergy 
as an intellectual figure is scorned by an overt reference 
to their stupidity.

The cathedral gardener becomes angry when he re
flects upon the hard duty performed by the early warring 
bishops of the Church: 11 i Ay! »Y para esto habfan peleado
con los moros tantos sehores arzobispos de Toledo, con- 
qufstando villas, asaltando Castillos y acotando dehesas,
que pasaban a ser propriedad de la catedral, contribuyendo

28
al mayor esplendor del culto a Dios!“

His anger increases as he relates to what purpose 
all this difficultly gained wealth is now being puts "iI

26. Obras, i, 935.
28. Obras, i, 9^3.

2?. Obras, i, 968.
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para oaer @n las manos puereas de los enemlgos de todo lo
santo habfan testado tantos fieles en la hora de la muerte,
relnas9 magnates y simples parti©mlares9 dejando lo mis
sano de su fortima a la Santa Iglesia Primada 9 ©on el

29deseo de salvar su almao'1 The passage is satirical as
the gardener emphasizes a negative value which he maintains
is a positive one0 The anger with which he demeans the
government which is seizing properties left to the Church

30
in return for the salvation of their souls9 satirically 
is a misrepresentation of a value which the Church con
tends is valido

An archbishop who took a wife became angry as
people were accusing him of not keeping his vows of 

31
ehastity0 In order to prove that these tales were lies,
the archbishop placed burning coals in his vestments while
he said mass and he did not burns siEl arzobispo Montano,
que vlve eon su mujer, indignado por la murmuraeidn, pone
earbones encendidos entre sus vestiduras sagradas mientras
dice la misa y no se quema, demostrando eon este milagro

32
la pureza de su vidao **

The author states that the archbishop does have a 
wife and then he presents the archbishop as angry over the 
people9s comments about his carnal relationse The

29° Obras, i, 9̂ 3°
31° Obras„ i, 9̂ 8°

30° Obras, 1, 9̂ 3°
32° Obras, i, 9^80
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archbishop then proceeds to prove his chastity with a 
miracleo The- value of both the prelate and of miracles is 
negated in a satirical manner9 as the archbishop is not 
chaste and the purported miracle was employed to prove a 
false premise0 Both the miracle and the cleric are thus 
debasedc

Santiago9 the patron saint of Spain is satirically
presented as a saint whose good deeds included trampling

33Moslems to death under the feet of his charger0 The 
actions of the saint would only be considered as having 
religious value if crushing Moslems to death were a posi
tive valueo The implication is that said action has a 
religious value9 although satirically it is a negative 
one o

The author presents satire by asking a question to
which only a ludicrous answer could be givens 6UVes estas
otras qme son rojas? Pues s6lo euestan seis reales, y eon
ellas pueden visitarse las saeristlas, el guardarropa, las
eapillas de don Alvaro de Luna y del eardenal Albomoz, y
la Bala Capitular9 eon sus dos filas de retratos de arzo-
blsposg que sean una maravillao iQuien no se rasca el

34
bolsill© por ver tales portentosf811

The author employs irony along somewhat similar 
lines o The sacristan of the cathedral maintains that the

33o ©braso 1, 95®» 34o ©bras0 i, 96?o
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35Church is as poor as a rat9 while in the very area in

which he is speaking9 stands a very valuable statues iBla
falda y el mant© se ahuecaban ©on la ampulosidad de m
mirinaques y sobre las to©as luefa una corona enorme com©
un morri8ng empequeheciSndole la earao El or©s las perlas 9
los diamantes9 brillaban sobre sms vestiduras o Llevaba

36
pendientes y pmlseras de gran valoro69

Also9 just behind the statue and to their immediate 
rears, is the Chapel of the ©ctave which is a treasure houses 
96la oapilla del Octavo9 llena de reliquias en vasos de oro 
y arquillas de esmalte y marfil; con la magnifieenoia del
Tesoro® qme amontonaba las perlas y las esmeraldas eon

... 37tanta profusion eomo si fuesen guijarroso88
By contrasting the two scenes with the picture 

painted by the saeristan3 the irony of the situation is 
apparento On the one hand the Church is pleading poverty
while on the other it stands amid scenes of immense wealtho
The author uses two conflicting scenes to deny the re
ligious truth of the sacristan8s statements» The pro- 
clerical contention is verbal and hence only conjecture9 
whereas the anti-clerical contention is based on undeniable 
visual evidenceo Als©9 the author overemphasizes the 
tangible treasure of the Church= Instead of merely

35° Obras* i9 93®° 36= Obras0 is 1065°
37° Obrasq i9 953-95̂ °
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mentioning a v@ssel9 it nrast be of goM§ instead of simply 
mentioning jewels9 they must be enumerated and glossed 
over* The minor point of the sacristan has no value when 
compared to the visible opulence of the Church0

The author establishes negative value in religion
by contrasting the needs of the country with the desires
of the Church i 61 hay piedra para iglesias y nuevos con- 
ventos $ nunca para cliques y pantanos o Se levantan cam-

38
panarios y se ©ortan los ^rboles 9 qme atraen la lluviaoM 
The scene is ironical as there is a choice between prag
matic value and religious value» The religious value 
triumphs s but is overtly made the poorer and the more harm
ful choice as it contains no pragmatic value»

The Church has been shown to be wealthy9 and yet
she does little to alleviate human misery due to poverty.
The son of the cathedral shoemaker is slowly dying of
hunger because the Church will not pay him a living wage

39in return for his services. It is indeed ironic that in 
the midst of wealths the sacristan can only philosophize 
that the child9s death is God’s will. Gabriel9 as the 
author8 s anti-clerical vehicle9 contrasts the two scenes 
in outrages "-T# que 1© sabes todos iverdad que ha muerto 
de hambref- I el Tato9 con su impetuosidad es©andalosa9

38. Qbrass 19 10120 
#0o 0teas9 i9 10460

39o Qbras. i9 1045-10460



deela a gritos s -5M© hay jmstisla en el mmd©! iBsto se
ha de arreglaro 6Mire ms ted q_me morir de hamhre tma
©riatmra en tma easa donde corre el diner© y tantos tfos

41se vis ten de oroi 0 o- o61 The old man11 s answer is that 
there is not jmsti©© in the Ghmr©h9 as people starve 
while the Chmreh is wealthy=

In order to aid the anti-elerleal action of the 
novelg the author employs narrative in a variety of ways0 
In this instance he uses irony for his anti-©leri©al 
polemic o' Another aspect of these two scenes is that9 
ironicallyg the Church is allegedly responsible for the 
child0 s deatho The allusion is an indirect one; that the 
Church is responsible for the child’s death insofar as it 
did nothing with its wealth to prevent itQ Hungers, of 
courses, is the direct cause of the child’s deatho

The bulk of anti-clericalism in la Gatedral% con
sists of polemics between Gabriels, a young priest; and 
Gabriel’s lay friends on the cathedral staff o' Religious 
discussions do take place between a Catholic champion and 
the anti-clerical champion Gabriel, but in some instances 
the author uses no other technique than direct narration 
without any attempt to disguise his intentions, and he 
does this by using a stralghtmam to reinforce his con
tentions o The effect of his postulations is somewhat



megated as they obviously are propagandist!© and refleet 
his valueso*

Although the young priest also serves as an anti
clerical vehicle% his contentions are more effective than 
those ©f Gabriel$ as the priest does represent the priest
hood and religion® The author's development of this 
priest is also important because he is first presented as 
mildly anti-clerical and gradates towards stronger and 
more outspoken anti-eleriealism0

The young priest says that he was induced to enter
<5

the priesthood because he was Impressed by the Ghurch's
42

theatrical pomp, but he soon became disillusioned with
listening to complaining women all day who spend their
time gossiping and inventing scandals to tell to their 

43
eonfessoro The complaining and gossipy womeng who are 
also liars9 are nuns9 and the young priest is their 
chaplaino

The author nullifies the religious value of these 
people by coupling depreciating adjectives to their actions® 
Any religious value that these nuns might possess is simply 
ignored and they are equated with vulgarity9 commonness 
and reprehensible behavior® Besides$ the priest feels 
that seven duros a month is just not enough compensation •

42® Qbras® i9 1021-1022® 43® Obras® i9 1022®



to endure, their actions 0 He Implies that more money 
might make this situation more hearable0 The priest, the 
nuns, and their faith suffer devaluation because they are 
presented in a situation as having the negative worldly 
values of falseness and selfishnesss

Father Martin presents the Church as a business 
in which a few become wealthy while many starve» Essenti
ally, the author*s problem is to transport the Church out 
of its religious orbit and into one of negative value„
This he accomplishes by making the Church more mundane, 
ineffectual and even vulgar, by correlating it with a less 
regal, a less divine, a less admirable objecto In this 
instance, it is equated with any type of tyrannical and 
self-interest organizations 11 -Tiene msted raz6n, Gabriel; 
la Ipoea de la Iglesia dominante pas# ya. Adn tiene en 
sus ubres leche sufioiente para todos; s6lo que son muy 
poeos los que se agarran a ellas y se hartarn hasta reventar, 
mientras los demSs mueren de hambre- <,11 Although the Church 
is not given human characteristics, that is, personified, 
it is given the characteristic of a bovine creature, a cow 
in this instanceo The priest continues with a discussion 
of the mom-democratic aspects of the Church § ’’-Hay para 
morir de risa cuamdo hablan de igualdad y del espfritu

#0 ©bras„ i, l@21-1022o 45« Qbras. i, 1022*
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democratic© de la Iglesiao Una mentiras en ningmia

46
imstitmcidn impera mn despotism© tan cruel-0 11

Father Martin says that the Church will crush any-
4?

one who tries to he a man9 and that the Church has forty-
one millions in revenue from the state for its own use^
whereas the state spends only nine millions for education

48
and one million for the relief of the poor* He sums up
his argument by stating that the Homan Church in Spain
receives three hundred million pesetas annually from both

49
the state and from the peoples the Church’s faithfuls

50which is twice what the army costs0
This is an important point9 as the Church is eon-

51tinually claiming to be poverty-striekem« He says that
52

the priests are poors so where does all this wealth go?
A partial answer to this question lies in an examination 
of the prices paid by the archbishop for his personal winess 
’’son eostumbres que se trajo de Andalucfa cuando fue
oblspo o o o o Y el vino de primera, t£©§ lo s# por un

‘ ' 53familiar suyo* 5De a eincuenta duros la arroba!61

46o Qbras, i9 1022o 4?o Qbras<, i8 1022o
48o- Qbras„ i® 1022O 49o Qbras, is 1023o
50o Qbras« is 1023=. 51 Qbras 0 i9 1023 =
52o QbrasQ i, 1023o
53o Qbras« i, 98?= A dmr© is now the equilavent 

of 45 UoSo centse An arroba is the equivalent of l?o04 
liquid quarts0 Therefore8 the Archbishop’s wine cost 22*50 
UoSo dollars the loto See Webster *s Dictionary* p* 1344*
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The Church is presented as mysteriouss as simister9 

and he implies that all of the Church's activities are not 
done in the name of religious lbenevoleneeg but rather so 
that a few may become wealthyo Martin disparages his own 
priesthood by saying that he is neither a man nor a womans 
only a sort of intermediate form wearing petticoats and 
dressed as a lugubrious doll®

Negativism$ repulsion9 nefarious maehinati©ns 9 and 
self-despisal are employed by the priest to give the reader 
an insight into the inner workings of the Church9 its pre
lates s and the feelings of the minor clergy as seen through 
the eyes of one of their peers* These contentions coming 
from a priest elevate the negativism of his contentions as 
they purportedly represent the Church's own opinions of it
self*

Father Martin equates Christianity with paganism
55by paralleling the rise and fall of the two religions*

He insinuates that both Christianity and paganism are of 
like value as they both evolved from man's need for the 
supernatural and he delineates the parallel similarities56in their evolution and development * The Church is harm
ful and dangerous 9 if not evil, as she subjugates and

57regulates the lives of men* He implies that the Church

55® ©bras, i, 1023-1024*
57o ©brae, i, 1024*
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does not want mankind healthy and comfortable, as man is
58

irreligious when he achieves such a condition,,
The author implies these negative qualities "by cor

relating the Church's actions for Christian welfare with 
those of self-preservation and self-interest0

The young priest's narrative has reached its
59climaxo His final act of leaving the priesthood to go 

out into the world as an ex-cleric is anti-climactic,,
Bather than a narrative presentation of some new element 
to show to the reader9 the priest's decision is fore
ordained 0 The scene is necessary* however* to hold the 
anti-clerical unity of the priest's role together* and 
also* for the value of his summation of the Church as a 
personal value0

The author treats the Church in a nebulous manner*
relying not on logic* but on passion,, His final condemna-

" 60
tion of the Church is that its dogma is absurd and its.61
history a tissue of crimes and violencee

Although the values expressed are negative* the 
emphasis has been changed from that of lesser negativisms 
selfishness* avarice and ignorance* to that of a greater* 
and a more potent negativisms cruelty* criminal activity* 
and a danger to society* The young priest will again

59° Obras* i* 106lo
6lo Obras* i* 106lo
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become a man by rending his cassock, his shroud as he puts
it, so that it may not again be used? . n<- Ve us ted este
disfraz? Hoy lo llevo por dltima vez. Manana gozari la
primera alegrfa de mi vida, rasgando esta mortaja en
pedazos pequehoss muy pequenos, para que nadie la pueda 

62
utilizar.H Symbolically, Spain could be this man, and 
the Church could be his cassock. In order to create some
thing new, the priest must first destroy the old.

A constant theme in the author9s polemics, is that 
Moorish Spain was more charitable $ more benevolent, and

63
more progressive than was Christian Spain. In order to 
pursue this line of reasoning further, one must first 
assume that Moorish Spain and the Spanish concept of 
Mohammedism are negative values, at least for a Spanish 
Christian. This assumption is based on the war between

64
the Christians and the Moors in Spain from ?18 to 1492.
A war of over seven hundred years9 duration, which re
sulted in a national fervor against the Moslems and which

65
finally led to their expulsion from Spain.

A brief perusal of the statements of Father Vargas66
Orozco in La Gloria de don Ramiro, gives one an idea of

62. Obras, 1, 1061. 63. Obras, i, 94?.
64. Chandler, pp. 11-12. See also Del R£o, p. 481,

and Adams, pp. 14-18
65. Adams, p. 90»
66. Enrique Larreta, La Gloria de don Ramiro 

(Madrid, i960), pp. 51-57.
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a rather common Spanish attitude (although not the only

67one) towards the Moors* and a Moorish attitude towards
the Spaniards8 "uno de ellos $ al regresar* tuvo que
desoargar su vientre* y haMendo hecho una eruz de dos
astillas de rohle* la cla.v6 "bien derecha en la inmundioia* 68
y dej^la*" This is a very ugly picture that is given to 
the reader "by the authoro To show his contempt* the Moor 
commits sacrilege by defiling the Christian Crosse

In order to present his polemics concerning the 
positive value of the Moslems versus the negative value 
of the Christians* the author narrates the historical 
events contained in the work as if he were pro-clerical:
"Al sobrevenir la invasion sarraeema se reanuda la serie 
de los arzobispos perseguidos0 Mo temen ya por su vida* 
eomo en los tiempos de la intransigeneia romana0 Los 
musulmanes no dan martirio y respetan las oreeneias de

69
los vend dos 011 He weaves a narrative of anti-clericalism
with a scene containing misrepresentation and double-talk0 
A clerical value is presented as positive* but it is 
actually negativeo The author negates the value by cor
relating it with the negative value of the Moslem object 
which is really positive* The roles and actions of both 
Moslem and Christian are in reality reversed although the 
narrative claims the positive role for the Church*

67° Larreta* Po 53» 68* Larreta* p*. 53°
69° Obras* i9 9^8*
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The author continues with warlike prelates who

70 71
serve God by killing Moslems$ who lie and cheat, and
whose religiosity appears to consist of adding properties

72
to the Church’s patrimony® Although persecuted, the 
Moors ask the king not to punish the Archbishop of Toledo 
for his perfidious actions towards the Moors and who will 
not revolt, trusting in the king’s justice®

The reader is confronted with a series of scenes 
which the author purports to be historical and being his
torical, are presented objectively® The two faiths are 
presented in the light of their diverse reactions in dif
ferent situations| the positive value being non-Christian 
and the negative value being Christian®

After the expulsion of the Moors, the prelates 
continued to amass wealth for the Church, but this time

74
their efforts were turned against their fellow Christians0 

With the expulsion of the Moors and the Jews, the 
country suffered economically and began to degenerates 
ni>X Toledo? A fines del siglo XY empleaba cincuenta mil 
obreros en sus tejidos de seda y de lana y sus talleres 
de armas, y a mds los curtidores, los plateros, los 
guanteros y los joyeros. A fines del XVII no tenia apenas

70® Obras, 1, 948, 71® Obras, i, 948,
72, Obras, 1, 948, 73® Obras, i, 948,
74® Obras® 1, 949®



75qmimee mil haMtsmtese H The implication of this scene is
that with the Christianization of Spain came decayo"
Christianity is considered negative while non-Ghristianity9
or in this case, Mohammedism, is considered positive^ The
author proves this contention by contrasting the growth of
religions institutions with Spain’s economic declines
"Sevilla, que en el siglo XV posefa diez y seis mil
telares de seda, llegd en el XVII a no tener mks que
sesenta yeincoe"

After presenting the economic decline, the author
cites the reader a contrast of religious growth which is
alleged to be the cause of this economic declinee The
author does not directly state that the growth of religion
in Seville was the reason for its decline economically; he
simply presents the two facts in a contrast and alleges
that there is a correlation between themg "Bien es verdad
que, en eambio, su olero catedral era de eiento diez y
siete eandnigos, y tenia sesenta y oeho conventos con mas
de ouatro mil frailes y eatorce mil elirigos en la 

77dideesls e 11 The author does not even state that this 
number of clergy was not always in Seville, he does not 
have to, as he merely alleges a connection.

The essence of the historical narrative is that

75° Obras, i, 1009° 7&° Obras, 1, 1009°
77° ©bras, 1, 1009°
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the author seeks to divorce anti-clerical position from 
the narrative by maintaining that it is an historical, 
factual concept that he is dealing with rather than an 
invention of the author. Apart from the anti-clerical 
historical elements in the narrative, the author debases 
Christianity on an axiologieal scale by placing it on a 
lower level than Hohammedism0 An anti-clerical image of 
the Church is obtained by the allegorical rendition of the 
Church8s actions as contrasted to their purported intent. 
Although there is nothing very witty about the presenta
tion of the historical events, they are construed to mis
represent what they purport to represent; so they are 
epigrammatic in form.

An important element in the author’s anti-clerical 
polemics is the use of logic, Although the major portion 
of Biasco IMnez’s logic is syllogistic, several examples 
must be considered as they are important to the author’s 
point of view,

Syllogistieally, they usually begin with a general 
statement, progress through a maze of deductive reasoning 
and terminate in a particular or more specific conclusion 
than the general premises '’-Entonces- , , 6qu# es lo que 
nos emsehan ahf adentro?- -Hada,- contests Gabriel, -6Y 
qu6 somos nosotres los hombresf- dijo el perrero, -Nada-„ 
-4Y los gobemantes, las leyes y las costumbres de la



93
socle&ad?- preguntS el eampanero ® -Madas nada-From this
premise@ Gabriel, reflecting the author9s point of view,
elaborates the theme into a development of syllogistic
logics "-6Dios?- preguntd con voz dulce. -6D6nde estS
Dios?- -Dios somos nosotros y todo lo qua nos rodea <= «
Es la materia, que vive animada por la fuerza que reside
en ella, con absoluta imidad, sin separacidn ni duali-

- 79dades«, El hombre es Dios; el mundo es Dios tambidn-o’
Having summed up his ideas, the author proceeds a 

step further and develops the syllogism into a didactic
80

and philosophical approach as regards the reality of Godo 
The most important part of the passage is a direct refuta
tion of the existence of Gods 6,ese Dios vengativo y 
capriehoso surgid del cerebro del hombre, y el eerebro es 
el drgamo mSs reciente del ser humamo, el dltimo en
desarrollarse e „ e Guando inventaron a Dios, la Tierra

81
existfa millones de ahos o11

The Biblical theory of the origin of the world is
82

logically attacked in the same manner, with the added re
finement of a negative portrayal of the authors of this 
theory: ”Qs han ensehado un or1gen del mundo mezquino y
rudimentario, el que imaginaron unos cuantos judfos

78c Obras, 1, 1028„
80o Obras, i, 1029®
82. Obras, i, 10260
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haraposos e xgnorantes en un rinodn del Asia* y qme„ 
eserito en un libro, ha sido aeeptado hasta nuestros

83dlas.” The author also presents an apparent error In
the Biblical theory Itselfg "Y dljo Biosg Sea la luz, y
fue la luz o o « y fue la tarde y la manana un dla » » « .
E hizo Dios dos grandes lumbreras5 la lumbrera mayor para
que sehorease el dla . » » y fue la tarde y la mahana el 

84
dla cuarto»H This statement was compared with an English 
Bible to ascertain whether a linguistleal error had been

85made. No such error was found.
Gabriel explains the logic of the polemic to his 

fellow cathedral workers $ ”Ese Dios personal . . . que 
trabaja seis dlas y forma todo lo existente. El primer 
dla "crea la luz' y el cuarto el Sol y las estrellas. iDe 
ddhde sallas pues$, la luz si atin no se habfa oreado el Sol? 
6Es que hay distincidn entre una y otro?” The author 
takes a Biblical tale of the creation of the world and 
states that this is an example of Christian mythology.
The fable is an attempt to explain the origin of the world

1

and does seem to be ridiculous when taken literally.
Gabriel and Father AntolIn discuss the merits of

83. Qbras« i, 1026.
84. Santa Biblia (Mexico, 195?)$ P° 1
85. Holy Bible (Cleveland, 1954), p. 5.
86. Qbras. 1, 1026.
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Catholicismo In this instance,, "both Gabriel and Father
Amtoltm are vehicles of anti-clericallsm0 Although Father
Antolin8s role is purportedly that of defending .the 0hureh9
just the opposite effect is created due to his passivity

8?
and to his role as a straightman for Gabrielo

Gabriel claims that as Spain becomes more Catholic9
she also becomes poorer., more ignorant a and less popu- 88
latedo fo prove his latter points, Gabriel enumerates a 
long listing of the clergy in the Spain of the seventeenth 
century:

Espana ten£a once mil c©nv@mtos9 eon mis de cien 
mil frailes y euarenta mil monjasg y a esto hab£a 
que ahadir eiento sesenta y ©oh© mil sacerdotes y 
los innumerables servidores depend!entes de la 
Iglesla, como alguaeilesg familiares, eareeleros 
y eseribanos del Santo 0ficio9 saeristanesg mayor- 
domo89 buleros, santerosg ermitahosg demandaderosg 
seisesg ©antor,es$ legosg novi©losg oy quS s# yo 
euAmta gente mAsâ 9

Some of the above professions9 such as guarding convictss . 
serve only as a depreciating value for the Church as the 
author classifies them along with monks and nuns0 He im
parts the same value to the clergy that he does to the 
jailers and the others by correlating them in the same 
category*

In return for the addition of these people to the 
institutions of the Church9 the author says that Spain

87* Cbras, i9 1008*
89° Obras» is 1008*
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suffered a population declines 11 en cambio 9 la naoi6n9
desde treinta millones de jaabitantes9 habfa bajado a siete

9©millones en pooo mi,s de dos sigl©So M The author con
tinues with this same idea9 and implies that the Inquisi-

91tion was a prime factor in this decline0
Gabriel continues the polemics by suggesting that

there was a correlation between the rise of religion and
the decline of progress in Spains t#Espaha era eada vez 

... .. . 92
m^s eat611 ©a $ m&s pobre y mSs barbarao81 With the advent
of Catholicisms, knowledge declines0 Although the geo
graphy of Spain might not be known to her scholars$ the 
geography of Purgatory and of Heaven are well known to

93everyoneo The ideas that Father Antolxn and Gabriel dis
cuss which relate to the Church are a continuation and a 
further development of presenting a clerical contention as 
if it were positive, whereas the situation to which it 
alludes is ludicrous and of a negative depreciating natureo 
In this way9 the Church9s values are subtly minimized® The 
second part of this technique consists of the analogy that 
the opposite position is that of anti-clericalism and 
therefore positive®1

The better farms were in the hands of convents

91o Obras, i9 1008®
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rather than under the control of the starving farmers, the 
highways were infested with bandits who would take refuge

95in monasteries when pursued„ and who were even welcomed 
by the clergy because they would order masses said for

96the sins that they had just committed.
The clergy advised Charles IX that it would be 

preferable to allow the French to occupy Spanish pos
sessions in Flanders rather than to allow the Dutch to
garrison the towns $ as the Dutch were Protestants while

97the enemy French were Catholics, At the University of
Salamanca$ Torres de Villaroel could not find a single
work on geography, and his students informed him that

98mathematics was a kind of sorcery,
Philip IV was petitioned by the doctors of Madrid

to allow refuse to remain in the streets as this would
99have a salubrious effect upon the air. The learned theo

logical philosophers state that they would rather err with
Saint Clement, Saint Basil, and with Saint Augustine than

100agree with Descartes and Newton,
And while the people died of starvation, the 

Church, the master of more than half the country and of

94. Obras, i, 1008. 95» Obras, i, 1008,
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most of the wealth In Spain, gave charity in the form of
101soup to those that were strong enough to carry it away.

The convents and the monasteries used some of their wealth
to build asylums and hospitals, where the people died of

~  ' 102 
misery, "pero seguro de entrar en el cielo.li

Segovia, where 40,000 people were once employed
in the manufacture of cloth, declined in population to the

103point of containing only 15,000 inhabitants. The items
quoted here are only a few of the ones listed by the author,
and have been selected on the basis of being representative
examples.. Gabriel, who continues with many more examples

104
of the type quoted above, also give us his solution 
for the evils of clericalisms anti-clericalisms "El

105anticlericalismo era el tinico remedio para tanta ruina."
The importance of all of these seemingly loosely 

related events is that the author is blaming the Church 
for Spain's decline. The author is insinuating that all 
of these calamities befell Spain as she became more 
Catholic. He proves this point by contending that these 
evils can only be remedied by employing anti-clericalism. 
Catholicism is suggested to be the cause of these national 
disasters, these evils, and this general ignorance as

101. Obras, i, 1009. 102. Obras, i, 1009.
103. Obras, i, 1009* 104. Obras, i, 1010-1012.
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clericalism Is the opposite of anti-clericalism^

There are two notable parts to his literary tech
niques here8 number one9 he attaches a rider onto the 
tail of a positive clerical sentence to negate its ’’-Bso 
es verdad- dijo el Vara de Plata0 -Ho hay feg nadie es 
eapaz de hacer un saerifieio por la oasa de Dios0 S6lo
en la hora de la muerte, cuando entra el miedo§ se aouerdan

106/
algunos de ayudamos oon .su fortuna-." Essentially9 the
author begins with a pro-clerical or a neutral idea@ and 
devalues it by adding on to the idea some concept or ex
planation which changes either the pro-clerical motives 
or contentions from a positive to a negative value= In 
technique number two9 he presents us with a series of 
negative events and then couples clericalism to them as 
the prime factor in their having been evolved and as the 
prime factor in their continued development =,

This technique is somewhat unusual for Blaseo 
IbiSez9 since he usually presents a clerical contention 
positively and then couples some negative qualities to it, 
rather than vice versao

The Church in general, and the Cathedral in par
ticular may symbolically be linked with the assessment of 
value made by Gabriel's partisans concerning the statue of 
the Virgin on the high altar of the cathedrals wDe nada

106o Cbras, i, 1011o
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sirven a ese pedazo de palo las joyas que 1© eubrenc N1
eome9 nl siente fr£o en el inviernos y nosotros somos imos
mlserableso M  mlsmo lo has d l e h O g  Gabriel9 eontemplando
nuestra pobrezao Nuestros hijos mmeren de hambre sobre
las rodillas de la madre, mientras los fdolos se eubren de 

10?riquezaso" in some instances the author uses personifi-108
cation to aid his anti-clerical contentienss but in this
instance, by not giving the statue human elements, it is
debased and so is the Church« The situation, as presented
by the author is ludicrous9 but of anti-clerical value as
the human beings are portrayed as negative9 when they are
correlated with the Church's statue®

The final arguments of the author consist of two
strong statements calling religion an invention of mans
"me convemzog oy#ndote, de que es algo as£ eomo una
pamplina inventada por los listos para que los infelices
nos conformemos con las miserias de la tierra esperando el
eielo0 No est£ mal diseurridOo A1 fin, los que mueren y

109no enouentran el eielo no vendrSn a quejarse o11 The
anti-clerical language used in the narrative hinges on the 
author’s linking together a series of words which have im
plied disbelief® Pamplina, inventada0 listos and dis- 
currido are words whose concepts imply this disbeliefs

107° Obras« i, 10.67o 1080 Obras0 i, 10l4o
109a Obras, i, 1021s
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A second example of this type of technique is

stronger as it is more direct and contends that this view
is the truth rather than a suggestion of the truths "la
inmortalidad del alma era una ilusidn del orgullo human©»
que explotaban las religiones9 haeiendo de esta mentira su 

110
fundament©o" He makes this interesting point by plural-
izing religion equating Christianity with other religions$
paganism9 ones held to be false by Christianity9 eteeterao

The second argument is a scientific one alleging
that man is the product of animal evolution rather than a
product of Gods 5‘-A mi- deefa -me enorgulleee mds mi
origen animals ser um descend!ente histdrieo de seres
infer!oress que haber salido imperfecto de las manos de 

111un Bios torpeo”
It is my contention that La Catedralo from be

ginning to end3 is a dynamics anti-clerical work= In 
the following.chapter9 the conclusions that have been 
extracted from these three anti-clerical works will be 
reviewed0

110o ©brass i$ 1050o lllo ©bras9 i9 1052°



CONCLUSIONS

The anti-clericalism of Blasco Ibilhez transcends 
anti-clericalism to the.point of "becoming anti-religious 
and atheistico Helen S. Nicholson has also noticed this 
aspect of Blasco IMhez ’ s novels = "The Cathedral and The 
Intruder may be classed together as springing from Blasco’s 
atheism9 his deep-rooted antipathy to all religion and con
sequently to clericalism and the Church, He is anti-
religious rather than anti-Catholie, Religion he would

1
abolish entirely,88

The essence of the methods of Blasco IMhez lies 
in his continual depreciation of clerical values. He 
presents negative religious values by overwhelming the 
reader with his techniques, Even when the clerical per
sonage is purported to have positive value, the author 
will devaluate him by coupling a negative value9 stronger 
than the clerical one to this clerical value.

Although a great deal of the methods employed by 
the author are obvious $ he does make an attempt at times 
to operate on a dual plane by employing logic and symbol
ism in his examples.

. 1, Helen S, Nicholson, The Novel of Protest and 
The Spanish Republic (Tucson, 1939) 9 P<> 5°

102
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Negativism is a key to the understanding of the 

author’s techniques $ as the author equates religion with 
negativism. There are very few positive elements in his 
anti-clericalism, and they deal mainly with his atheistic 
polemics. The only other example of positive elements are 
really equivocations as the clerical positive elements con
tain negative qualities.

The three novels have very little plot and are 
really nothing, more than a series of anti-clerical scenes. 
The series of.little episodes evolve around a central 
character that serves as the main vehicle for the author’s 
point of view and who reflects the author’s anti-clerical 
attitudes.

The techniques are essentially the same in each of 
the three novels; the main deviation that separates them is 
simply the greater or lesser emphasis placed upon the anti
clerical elements, Entre Naranjos is the least anti
clerical, El Intruso occupies the middle position and La 
Gatedral represents the epitome of his anti-clericalism 
since it represents the most bitter, the most violent, and 
the most iconoclastic elements of the three novels.

By using logic and symbolism, the author portrays 
the Church as ineffectual, pagan, and dangerous. He de
velops the Church as the antithesis of Christianity,

As there is one main representative of the author 
who is maligned and harmed by the Church, there is also his
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opposite in each of the three novelss the champion of 
Gathoiieismo This Gathoiic representative is presented 
negatively in contrasts "between him and the positive anti
clerical character«, The Catholic champion is devaluated 
in descriptions and in polemics0

It is difficult to ascertain the validity of the 
anti-clerical historical references 9 but they are also 
depreciatory in nature when pro-clerical*. Because they 
do depreciate the Church$ they form an integral part of 
his polemicso

The author’s purpose is, obviously9 to engender a 
sympathetic attitude in his reader towards anti-clericalismo 
A great deal of sympathetic reaction on the part of the 
reader is created by his naturalistic presentations of the 
effects of the Church upon the people of Spain0 The same 
techniques are employed in presenting the adverse effects 
of the Church upon the protagonist of each of the three 
novels o

Aside from the main character that serves in each 
of the novels as the author’s vehicle for his ideas9 there 
are also several minor ones*, These are both clerical and 
anti-clerical but they all serve the author’s ends*,

As a final summation, the methods of Blasco iMhez 
are essentially highly selective. He is able to manipu
late and to control his reader emotionally by writing only 
a part of the truth, or the truth as he sees it. He
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continually emphasizes the negative elements in the Church 
by either ignoring her positive elements or by devaluating 
themo

In several of the author's passages9 he Implies 
that the Church is evils The repulsion in some of his 
scenes is made stronger than it really is by a suggestion 
of something nefarious in the Church, rather than by an 
overt statement J

Sainz de lobles also found this element in Blasco
2

iMhez's novels, and calls his imagination Hmuy sugestiva.11
Even though there are many scenes in the three 

works which appeal to one’s logic and to one’s reason, the 
author basically manipulates his reader emotionally« He 
begins his arguments almost as an after-thought and then 
proceeds to develop them towards an hysterical climax, 
which carries his reader along with him0

Most of the author’s anti-clerical ideas are 
written in a direct, violent manner® His methods cannot 
be compared with the more refined ones of Pfo Baroja, al
though they share certain anti-clerical elements such as

3the idea of destroying in order to create® There is a 
great deal of repetition in Blasco IbShez’s novels which

2® Federico Sainz de Robles, la Novela espahola 
en el siglo XX (Madrid, 1957)9 P° 85» ""

3® Margarit de Cal, Literature del siglo XX (New 
York, 1955)9 P® 143®
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is probably due to his carelessness as a writer. He is 
sincere in what he is trying to do, but page after page 
of essentially the same impassioned point is a bit cloying. 

He does share an anti-religious attitude with some 
of the writers of the Generation of I898* Azorfn, Pio 
Baroja, and perhaps Pirez de Ayala also share his charac
teristic, which was one manifestation of the materialistic 
philosophies of their day.

The fundamental conclusion that one derives from 
these works by Blasco Ibihez is that he is atheistic and 
anti-religiouso He seeks a new religion, based on science 
and humanitarianism, which will replace the old one, based 
on superstition and intolerance.
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